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MOUTHING OFF
PAYS BIG
THIS YEAR 'S Biggest Mouth competition
went down on Ap ril 17, where Krys tal
Metcalfe was crowned the winner. Metca lfe won a $1,000 cash prize, 12 hours
of recording time at Studio Chicago and
two microphones. The judges' decision
was based on how the performer got the
audience involved, his or her talent and
quality of the music.
» SEE PG. 4
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Royal Robinson and Amanda Blandford fight using medieval-style techniques at the ule campus on South Halsted
MEDIs;.
..
"
Street on April 15. The fighting follows set rules of engagement to ensure safety and fa irness. If a weapon touches an arm
or a leg. the warrior cannot use that 11mb
the remainder of
battle. For the full story, turn to page 26 .
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State autism bill to fund therapy
Famil ies of a chi ld with autism
average $3.2 million a lifetime
In therapy, hea lth care costs

THE CHICAGO White Sox home stadium,
u.s. cellular Field, recently unveiled a
new eeo-friendly parking lot made with
permeable pavement. The lot allows
water to flow through the porous surface, eliminating puddles and keeping
more water out of the city's stormwater systr m. It is the first of its kind at a
Major League Baseball facility in Chicago
and the first in the nation.

by Bethany Reinhart
Assistant City Beat Editor

HUNDREDS OF people packed the fourth level
viewing gallery and surrounding haUways,
waiting in anticipation as the Illinois Gen~
eralAssemblyprepared to vote on a bill that
held the power to change their lives.
Some held their breath and others shed
tears as Sen. Dan Cronin (R-Elmhurst) introduced the bill and gave a brief speech about
its importance.
"If there is any purpose for government,
this is it," Cronin said.
senate Bill 1900 (Insurance Mandate for
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders)
was passed by the 95th Illinois General
Assembly on April 15,amid cheers and sighs
of relief from families affected by autism.
Families of ch ildren with autism along
with autism awareness advocates gathered
on Capitol Hill in Springfield,llI., for the
fourth annual Autism Lobby Day.
Participants joined forces to demand
better treatm ent for children affected by
autism.
Advocates urged legislators to pass
the bill, which would provide necessa ry
medical coverage for children with autism ,
according to Terry Herbstritt, director of
Development for Parents Allied with Children and Teachers for Tomorrow and the
father of a child diagnosed with autism.
PACIT is a chicagoland based group-home
facility that provides 24-hour care to children and adults living with autism. PACIT
also provides support for family members.

PAVING THE WAY

» SEE PG . 39

Anastasia Dronen, 7, wait s for the results of the autism bill with her father Keith Oronen and her l1·year-old
brother Christopher on April 15 at the Capitol Building in Springfield. III. Anastasia is ~ on the spectrum:
which means that she has been diagnOSed with autism.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

The bill, sponsored by Cronin, mandates
Illinois insurance companies provide coverage for diagnOSis and medically necessary
services for children, up to age 21,living
with autism, accord ing to SB 1900. The bill
has been in the works s ince the beginning
of January 2008.
The types of therapies and services
covered und er the bill include diagnostic,
psychiatric, psychological, s peech, occupational therapy, physical therapy and
Applied Behavior Ana lysis therapy. The bill
also prevents insurance companies from
discontinuing insurance coverage for an
individual solely because they have been
diagnosed with autism.

According to the Autism Society of America, the average cost of ca ring for an indi vidual with autism throughout the course
of his or her lifetime is $3.2 million.
The bill will bring much needed financial
relief to families burdened by the cost of
caring for an autistic child , Herbstritt sa id.
"Families of yo ung people with autis m
need this bill to help get essential therapy
for their child ," he sa id.
Similar legislation has already been passed
in South Carolina, Texas and Indiana, sa id
Mary Kay Betz,an information referral specialist for the Autis m Society of Ill ino is.
»

SEE AUTISM, PG . 41

THE DOLL LADY
DEPARTS
THE DOll Lady's Hospital and More,4161
N. Lincoln Ave., has closed its doors and
the eyes of all the remaining dolls. The
number of doll s tores in Chicago, including American Girl place, 111 E. Chi cago
Ave. , is now reduced to two.
»
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Editor's column

by Amanda Maurer

When aphoto says too much
sometimes people are pansies when it
comes to the news.
At least that 's my opinion when others
try to censor the media and tell us what's
important. But sometimes I wonder, are we
always right?
This was a question on my mind this past
week after a cougar was found in the city.
There had been sightings for the few days
leading up to April 14, when it was found in
Roscoe Village, cornered and shot.
From that point on,everyone had an opinion about how the situation was handled. by
the media.
The morning after the cougar had been
s hot, many city papers led with the big
news: A cougar,3 creature that hadn't been
sighted in the city for a century, had been
killed after roaming the area.
To a journalist, the visuals the news led
with seemed obvious and logical: a photo
of the shot cougar.
To be honest, my first thought was that
it was the best shot the papers could use.
Therewere many (journalistically speaking)
great photos taken that Monday night that
all depicted how everything happened.
But then I started to hear the other side:
showing the dead cougar was inappropriate. My immediate response was "What
other visual would they u se?" After posing
this question to a few friends and coworkers, they paused.
OK, so if that visual didn't properly represent the news, what would? Either way,
wouldn't someone expect an image of a

cougar?
However, a few days after that cougar was
discovered, there were reports of another
being spotted in my hometown of Skokie, Ill.
I was thrilled. [ wanted to find out how
the media was reporting on the LIVE cougar
this time.
When I checked to see what the local
media had done on it, I saw both of Chicago's
daily papers covering it in different ways.
The Chicago Tribune had it on the front
of their website, but with the photo of a live
cougar's profile.
The Chicago sun-Times lead with the
story, with a photo of a helicopter searching the area where the cougar was said to be
spotted in Skokie, along with another photo
inserted.-a photo of the dead cougar.
But it wasn't the cougar's body, from the
back or front, as the Tribune had been running. It was a close-up on the animal's face.
That's when it hit me. I suddenly realized
why some people thought itwas in poor taste.
But where's the line and when is it crossed?
After thinking about this for a moment,
my mind immediately went back to 9/11.
I remember people discussing the photographs of people jumping from the TWin
Towers and if they were appropriate photos.
SOme papers ran these powerful (perhaps
too powerful) photos soon after the tragedy,
and then quickly stopped. I think everyone
realized that they crossed "the line."
SO maybe one day we can all reach an
agreement: that the news will continue
to report the truth accurately and fairly,

1
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Editor-in-Chief

so long as the public can understand why
it's done. Along the same lines, the media
shouldn't run too graphic a photo simply
because it's available.
Maybe a little understanding on both
ends can help us heal through all sorts of
tragedies, whether it's a dead cougar or an
attack on our country.
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CAMPUS POLL: Do you think someone would steal from you on campus?
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"I get a genuine feeling from peopl e
in my class th at says they won 't stea l
from me."

"I don't really thin k peopl e would stea l
from me because most of the time I Just
keep my stuff on me ."

Jessica McNea l

Dan Arlzaga

Fres hman
Musical Theat er

Sophom ore
Graphic Design

Elan Katz
Sophomore
Audio, Arts and Acoustics

"For the most part I feel safe around
cam pus, so I don't think anyone would try
to steal from me."
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Campus News
Elections a
week late,
Metra right
on track
Interest in student gove rnm ent
remains stat ic, Metra discount
pushed forward
by Tim Bearden
Assistant Campus News Editor

Government Association will
hold elections a week late, but its Metra
initiative has recieved support from the
Illinois General Assembly.
At SGA's meeting on April 15,Brian Matos,
the association's president, announced it
will be holding elections a week later than
scheduled. Instead of April 21 to 2S,elections
will be held from April 28 to May 2.
"A lot of people didn't get their applications in on time," Matos said. "OASIS gave
us an initial deadline which we didn't meet,
but they wanted to make sure we could do
the elections online so they accommodated
us by pushing it back a week."
Matos also said the 50 signatures on the
candidates' petition are difficult to get and
this year they required a faculty letter of
recommendation that also made it harder
to get the application in on time.
The SGA currently has 30 pos itions: 19
department, nine' at=large and two commuter senators. All seats are up for election or re-election,but only 18 applications
have been filed . Currently, the senate has
nine senate seats that are vacant this year,
according to the SGA website.
Althouglt there seems to be few students
interested in running,Matos said it's better
than previous years.
"[The number of students is) unfortunately right on par," he said. "This year is
actually better than most years."
According to Matos, the restructuring of
the number of at-large seats has increased
the number of elected officials. Matos said
the SGA previously had more appointed
positions than it currently does. After
changing some positions it has opened
more possibilities for elected students.
"When I first started there were five atlarge senators," he said. "NOW we have nine
due to restructuring of the senate."
THE STUDENT

Krystal Metcalfe performs during Biggest Mouth on April 17 in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Metcalfe took first place at the event.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

Talent shines iri Biggest Mouth
Krystal Metcalfe's musical
theater performance wins this
year's Biggest Mouth event
by Miles Mattean
Assistant Campus News Editor
STUDENTS AND guests ch eered this year's

Biggest Mouth winner with a stand ing

ovation.
Krystal Metcalfe, a singer and dancer,
received first place with her musical theater perfonnance at Biggest Mouth,a talent
competition, which took place on April 17 in
the Conaway Center of the 1104 Center, 1104
S. Wabash Ave.
"I feel very, very blessed," said Metcalfe,a

senior musical theater major.
According to Zach Eastman, the Student
Programming Board's public relations
representative, Metcalfe won a $1,000 cash
prize, two microphones and 12 hours of
recording time at Studio chicago, a recording faci lity located at 2443 N. Clyboum St.
At the event, 13 different performers
took the stage. Each contestant performed
only one song and many of the bands kept

their sets under five minutes. The winner
was chosen by three judges who are music
industry professionals.
Eastm an said the judges looked for a
number of attributes for the winner. Judging was based on how the performer could
get the audience involved and excited, the
actual talent and quality of the music and
the overall performance.
The bands at the event ranged in musical
acts. Ill-Noise, a rap group, had three tap
dancers as well as a drummer and bassist
who focused primarily on creating strong
rhyth ms. Sidewalk Ch alk, an urban rock
band, incorporated the use of vibes by
Charlie Coffen, a sophomore musical performance major. Coffen said he thought
the performance was good overall, but the
sound quality could have been better.
The top three performers received prizes
from the SPB. For third place, there was a tie
between indie rock band Fly Phoenix and
metal band Anti Crew.
Brandon Rizzo, the lead singer of Fly Phoenix, said the sound quailty was one of the
best he has had for a show and the number
of people that showed up was great.

Each band received a $100 prize. Dina and
Liza, a jazzy soul band, took second place
with a cash p rize of $300 and two new
microph ones.
"We h ave done a couple of Big Mouths
before, and th is is by far the best one," Rizzo
said.
Other bands thought the overall sound
lacked in quality. Tyler Berg, the drummer
for Sidewalk Chalk, said he thought his
band's set was good overall, but the sound
quality was terrible. Berg said halfway
through the set the bass player's pick-up
went out.
Although the sound qua lity received
mixed feelings, it was all smiles for Metcalfe, who received first place. Metcalfe said
it was her third Biggest Mouth event and
last year she picked up third place.
Metcalfe thought other performers were
amazing and has worked with them in the
Music Department as well.
She plans on dividing the prize money up
with her band and spending some on more
studio time.
mmaftean@chroniclemail.com

» SEE SGA, PG, 11

Columbia in 10 seconds ••• or less
Student Green Fai r k icks off
Earth Week

YouTube.com contest ends
Ap ril 23

1,000 students could have
th eir own 'Transmissions' car

James Brown accompanist to
speak at Colum bia

ON APRIL 21 from noon-5 p.m. the Columbia College Recycling Program will be at
Earth Week with table info, discussion
panels and workshops to inform students
about how to be more "green."

COLUMBIA'S NATIONAL competition of con-

of College-Wide Events will be
handing out templates of paper cars to be
created by students for Manifest starting
the week of April 21. Templates will also
be available on the Manifest website.

FRED WESLEY. jazz and funk trombonist,
who played with the "Godfather of soul"
James Brown, will be speaking at the
MUSic Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., on
April 22. Admission is free.

ceptualizing a version of the word "poverty" in an American Sign Language video
ends on April 23. People were asked to
create a new sign describing "poverty."

THE OFFICE

6 thefts reported on campus in past month
~LJLJU ~

Drendel said after he left his door open
Records show theft count highe r
to see who it was, the person walked by his
t han va nda lism on cam pus
by Tim Bearden
Assistant campus News Editor

TH ERE HAVE been six thefts on campus
between March and April, according to
security logs kept in the security office on
the second floor at 619 S. wabash Ave. The
log also showed 42 thefts of both personal
and college property for 2007.
Because Columbia has a relaxed, community feel to its campus, the threat of thefts
is much higher, according to Aimee Hardwrick, assistant director of security in the
office of campus Safety and Security.
"We have an open community feel to

the college," Hardwrick said. "It's hard to
tell the difference between teachers and
students. Anyone can walk in the doors of
a building with a book bag and claim to be
a student."
Bill Drendel, gallery coordinator in the
Book and Paper Arts Center, said he had his
office door handle, which was locked, jiggled
by someone trying to get into his office on
Feb. 28. He works on the second floor of the
1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Drendel said he was on an important
phone call at the time so he couldn't get
up to see who it was, but he heard the door
handle of a classroom next to his office
jiggled. He got off the phone to investigate
and heard the men's restroom door close.
"He was obviously trying doors," Drendel
said. "[He was) not just looking for a john."

Fred Wesley

office and made "sort of a quick escape"
down the long hall of the second floor.
He said this is the second time in a year
that his office was a target. Last fall, he had
his camera and PalmPilot stolen from his
office. He said he thinks it was the same
person, but isn't sure.
"I was on the phone at the time so 1
couldn't get up to see who it was," he said.
Hardwrick said notices have been given
to security officers at the building because
they have had a problem with the alleged
thief in the past.
Drendel filed both claims with security,
but as of press time only one claim was
found in the logs. The attempt on Feb. 28
was categorized as a suspicious persons
report. The robbery was not listed on the
logs provided by Hardwrick.
Theft, according to the logs, is a common
problem at Columbia, as opposed to vandal
ism, of which only U incidents had been
reported in 2007.
Drendel said the School of the Art Institute requires anyone coming in and out of
the door to be carded, photographed and
wear a photo ID printed by the security
desk.
"We would not card unless we had a
reason to do so," Hardwrick said.
She said she thinks the idea of carding
everyone who walks in Columbia's doors is
being considered, but would take away the
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REPORTED
THEFTS IN 2007
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Th e Chronicle 's Chaos Week Coverage

Chaos concert series extended
A weeklong celebration of
events welcomes big laughs,
musical acts
by Miles Mattean
Assistant campus News Editor

COLUMBIA Chaos concert series will
extend its night of live entertainment into
a week-long celebration of fashion, music
and comedy.
The Student Programming Board will
launch the first Chaos week from April 21
to 2S to provide entertainment for students
and faculty as well as bringing together different academic departments.
"We put the events all together to offer
the whole [Columbia) community something to go to," said Zach Eastman, a public
relations representative from the SPB.
chaos week will kick off with a scavenger
hunt around Columbia. Students start the
event at the wabash Campus Building, 623
S. wabash Ave.
Marcus Jones, the vice president of the
SPB, said he created the clues for the scavenger hunt so people will become more
aware of locations around campus.
"Most of the stops are related to places
on campus where people do not always go,"
Eastman said.
Jones said the winner of the hunt will be
rewarded with a meet and greet with the
bands participating in the Chaos Concert
on April2S, which are The Cool Kids, Flosstradamus and Treaty of Paris.
THE

The winner can also choose to receive
tickets to a white Sox game. a Cubs game
or the Blue Man Group.
On April 22, the SPB will host a "Free
Lunch for a Cause" in the Hokin Gallery of
the wabash Campus Building,623 S. Wabash
Ave. The SPB suggests a donation of $3 for
this event. Eastman said because the event
fell so close to Earth Day, the SPB decided to
make it "green-themed."
The SPB will be passing out free shirts,
and free food will also be available. All of
the proceeds will be given to the Chicago
Green Gateway, a non-profit organization
dedicated to the beautification of Chicago.
The Intimate Era Fashion Show on April
23 welcomes the fashion of F.I.E. Ink in the
Conaway Center of the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
wabash Ave. Eastman said the show will
feature the look and feel of cabaret styles.
Chaos Comedy Crack Up Night will beon
April 24 in the Hokin Annex of the wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., and
features the winners of Columbia's Rooftop Comedy series: Kevin Williams and C.J.
Talendano.
The comedy night will also feature Virgin
Daiquiri, an improv group, and Leo Allen,
the headlining comic who once toured with
Dimitri Martin.
The major event for Chaos week will
be the concert on April 25 in the Conaway
Center of the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. The concert will feature Treaty of Paris,
Flosstradamus and The Cool Kids on the
main stage.

Eastman sa id the event will be free for
Columbia students, but the SPB suggests a
$10 donation for non-Columbia students.
Eastman said the event will be free for
columbia students, but the SPB a suggested donation of $10 for non-Columbia
students.
At the event students can also participate
in a Dance, Dance, Revolution competition.
Eastman said prizes will be awarded to the
winner of the competition.
The event will be on a first-come-firstserve basis, but Eastman said Columbia
students will get priority admittance for
the show.
"The bottom line is we want the campus
at the show," Eastman said.
In previous years, the SPB would host
only the Chaos Concert instead of this
year's Chaos Week. Last year, the SPB welcomed the Gym Class Heroes as the main
act. Eastman said there are high hopes this
year's acts will be entertaining.
Students around the campus are warming up to the idea of Chaos week. Bob Berry,
a freshman film and video major,is excited
to see the performing acts and will attend
several of the events.
"The (concert) will be the best part of the
event," Berry said.
Chaos week will run from April 21 -25. Events
are free to Columbia students, excluding the ~ Free
Lunch for a Cause" that asks for a $3 donation
that will go toward charity.

EVENT LISTINGS

Scavenger Hunt
Monday. April 21. Noon to 8 p.m.
Students roam around the campus in hopes of find·
ing the clues as fast as possible . The winner of the
scavenger hunt will meet rappers The Cool Kids.

Free Lunch for a Cause
Tuesday, April 22, Noon to 2 p. m.
With a donation of $3 , st udents receive a free
lunch and live entertainment. All the proceeds of
this -green·themed " event will go to the Chicago
Green Gateway.

The Intimate Era Fashion Show
Wednesday, April 23, 7 to 10 p.m.
HE. Ink presents this fashion show which features
the look and fee! of cabaret styles . The event will
feature live music as well . with bands The Swaggs·
tas and Flow Eazy.

Chaos Comedy Crack Up Night
Thursday, April 24. 7 to 10 p.m.
Th iS comedy night will feature Virgin Daiquiri and
Leo Allen. The event will also feature Kevin Williams
and C.J . Talendano. two Columbia students.

Chaos Concert
Friday, April 25, 7 to 11 p.m.
The Chaos concert will feature Treaty of Paris ,
Flosstradamus and The Cool Kids. The event is free
to Columbia students. but non-Columbia students
are suggested to make a donation of $ 10.

mmaftean@Chroniclemail.com

columbia college chicago library book sal
thursday april 24th 10 - 6
624 S. Michigan ave.

In honor of

Administrative Professionals Week
the Office of Human Resources would like to recognize the following employees for making Columbia College
Chicago a productive , creative, and enjoyable workplace:
Catrina Debord

Academic Initiatives & International Pn:Igrams

Donyiel Crocker

OffIce of CBmpus EtlY/ronmfJf7t

laraslav8 Babenchuk

Academic Support

Kim Livingstone

OffIce of CBmpus Envfronment

Bob Keck
Leticia Martinez

Administrative Services
Admlnlstratfve Services

Gerlyn Jackson
Anthony Martinez

Offfce of HUmlln Resources

OffIce of Institlltlonal AcMIncement

Marilyn Quiroz

AdmlnlstraUve Services

Sherron Farrell

Cupid Hayes

AlumnI Relations

lynda Tetteh

OffIce of /nstJtutlona/ Advancement

James Iannacone
lara Wolff
Naomi Couch
Kendra Hay

Anc/I(K

GraphICs

Julie Shimko

Offfce of New Student Pqrams & OrIentation

leslie Watland
Carolyn Charles
Julie Bums

Office of Student Or'9tnlzaUons & Leadership

Nina Campbell
Sonija Dewberry
Elliot Scott
Gina Ordaz
Irma Friedman
Linda Hunter

Art & DesIgn
Arts. Entertainment & Media Management
Arrs, Entertainment & Media Management

ASL English InterpretarJon
Audio Arts & Acoustics
Audio Arts & Acoustics
Boo#(

&

Peper

Center I(K Arts Policy
Center for BJack MusIC Research
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Offlce of the PresIdent

Rhonda Hart
Jonathan Palmer

Office of the President

Yvonne SOde
Ken Woodhouse

Offlce of the 1'resJdent

Deborah Coney
Theodore Harwood

Offlce of the Prcwost

OffIce of the PresJdent

Offlce of the President

0ITIce of the ProYost

Center for CommunIIY.Arts PElrtnershlp

Saundra Hill

Office of the P\'tMJ:st

Center for Teach ln, Excellence

Offlce of the VIce Preslc1ent for AcademIC At18,..

Jim Gingras
Dave Snyder
Gabrielle Watkins
Marcos Ochoa
Camille Morgan
Liz Jenkins
Larry Russo

College AdvIsIng Center

Bridgett Chambliss
Pegeen Quinn

CoI/(tfle WIde Events

Debi Rosenblum

OffIce of the VIce PresIdent of BusIness Affairs
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Kelly Rix
Linda Williams
Laura Bauknecht
Diana Vanegas
Kate Carlson

... ....

Achievement Project
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Services
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Mary Mattucci
Linda Dianda
Michelle N. Ferguson
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Steph Dillon
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OffIce of the VIce PresIdent of Student AWaIts

PayroI/
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Dorothy Horton-Jackson

FIrst YNr SemlfllJr

Keitll Judge
David Marts

Graduate OffJce

Cassandra Mosby

In formation TechnolcCY

Kelly S. Saulsberry

Institute f(K the StudY of Women & GfJnde(

Lydia Johnson
Harold Wexler
Ryan Batten
Andre Foisy
Nicole Sanders
Henrietta COllins
Abbie Kelley
Allison Ratliff
Page Deulin-Brtlcevlch
Alexandra Garcia
Jodi Adams
Clara Carr
John J. Murray
Toni Campbell
Jeffrey wade
Carmen Caldwell
Vickie Hayes
Nancy Gahan

'nteraetlYe Arts & Media

Teresa Mittons

Student FInane./ Servfces

Inte(ae/1Ye Arts & Media

Kisiah Slaughter
Laura Levltt-Gamis
Tara Nance
Julie L~tgen
Ed Mazzocco
Tim Bass
Margarita Cruz
Jill Huntsberger
Janice Johnson
Stephen Mulcahy
Noah Thomas
Krystan Gogan
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Polak
-;,~ caroline Caligiuri
: Sar,lh MeGing
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Naslund
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Michael Bright

Film & VIdeo

Sandra Cuprisin
Joan McGrath

Film & VIdeo

Kevin Scully

Film & VIdeo

FIlm & VIdeo

Graduate Offfce

Margo Dumelle
Sallie Gordon
Kristen Johnson
. Diane Jones
lena Renteria
Krista Macewko
Oscar Valdez
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Journalism
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Uberel Edvcat/on

Sherlene McCoy
Phyllis Stroup
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Karen Anderson
Mary Blinn
Michelle Ferguson

Multicultural Affairs
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Reflections of a

'river rat'
Critical Encounte rs' Roots and
Routes: Weekly Narratives of
Poverty and Privilege
by Victoria Shannon
Faculty, Liberal Education Department

A FEW years ago I got it into my head to visit
my childhood. home, a two-bedroom frame
house in Benton Harbor, Mich. My grandparents and I moved into that house in 1956.
It was my grandmother's first house in the

United States, and she was happy to fmally
own a piece of the country she had come to
six years before.
The house was painted white the entire
time we lived there. There was a row of
bushes between our house and our neighbors on the left and a large copse of lilac
hushes between us and our neighbors on
the right. There was a tree in the front
yard and one in the backyard where my
grandmother had her little garden. Directly
behind the house was a small hill where
I used to play, sledding in the winter and
sliding on cardboard in the summer. Across
the street from the house behind that row
of houses was the Paw Paw river, snakeinfested and muddy. Because of that river,
the people who lived on our street, River-

loved.
side Avenue, were called river rats.
We did not have a phone when I was growMy elementary school was called Henry
C. Morton, after one of Benton Harbor's ing up. If a phone call had to be made, we
founders. It was within walking distance went across the street and used Mr. Moore's
of my home, so every day, no matter what phone. Most business could be handled in
the weather was like, I walked to school. I person or through the mail. When I got
walked home for lunch every day too, and older, I used to beg my Grandmother to get
my grandmother fed me whatever was left us a phone. but she'd frown and say. "We
don't need a phone, eejit." She was right,
over from supper the night before.
After school I played in the streets and but as I got older, I began to understand that
on the hill with the neighborhood kids. we didn't have as much money as some of
we'd play until evening began to set in,and the kids I met at school. It was the 1950S,
mothers yelled their kids' names. I'd trudge though, when the United States was thrivinto the house, greeted by the sound of the ing economically, and people were still
black and white television blasting because happy the big war was over. Naive contentmy grandmother was hard of
ment was the order of the day.
hearing. My grandfather was crrtical encounters:
When I drove by my childusually working on something
hood home as an adult, I was
in the basement or shoveling
shocked to see how very small
coal into the furnace.
it was. How on earth did I live
I used to wake up in the winter
there all those years and not
to the sound of my grandfather
realize that the house was about
sliding the furnace control to the "onn one cut above a shack,somethingwe shanty
position. It was an unsophisticated chain Irish had gotten used to. I got out of my car
attached to the furnace vent, but it made and stared at the house as if willing it to be
a special noise I'll never forget. Hearing it larger. How did I manage to have a relativemeant the house would be warm in a few ly happy childhood in a house that small?
minutes.
How can I have so many warm memories of
I didn't have to get up, though, until my living there? How could I not have known
grandfather stuck his head in my room and we were poor? The answer lies, not in the
said "Up and at 'em.n I thought for years sociologists' explanations of social class,
he was saying, "Up and Adam,n and I could but in the individual's personal gauge of
never figure why he would say something happiness. We were poor, but 1 was happy.
like that to get me out of bed. My grandHopefully, you willfeel inspired to write your
mother was already up making breakfast, own narratives, which you can send to me for
usually oatmeal,or "porridge,n as we called inclusion in this column or on our website. it. My days began at the kitchen table with Stephanie Shonehan. (CriticaIEncounters@
my grandparents. I was warm, well fed,and calum.edu) Colum.edu/Oitica IEncounters
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» THEn:
Continued from PG. 4
Knowing is half the battle when
deterring theft , says officia ls
"community feel" of columbia.
Tim Pierzchala, a freshman audio arts
and acoustics major, said the number of
thefts last year makes him wary.
"I don't usually leave my stuff lying
around,n he said. "But if I have to use the
bathroom 1 usually try to have someone
watch my [possessions] for me."
Hardwrick said the security office does
hold workshops about how to protect against
theft and the problem has improved.
uIt's getting better," she said. "Not only
are we educating the public, but also the
students are educating each other. 1 think
word of mouth is the best form of advertisement. Good or bad."
Mark Lloyd, associate vice-president of
Marketing and Communication and chief
marketing officer for Columbia,said overall
it's a safe campus, but students and faculty
need to remember that we live in an urban
community. He said it's also the responsibility of those on campus to watch out for
one another.
"We need tO,as a community of learners,
look out for each other," he said. u ... That's
what we need to do for theft deterrence and
crime deterrence in general."
tbearden@ChroniclemaiJ.com

Columbia Renegades hit the ground running
Renegades off t o 2-5 record,
Interest In athletics Increasing,
tea m looks t o grow with It
by Robert Bykowski
Ca mpus News Editor

SPRING HAS arrived, and with it, the Colum-

bia Renegades baseball team is in the heart
of its season.
The Renegades, sporting a 2-5 record as
of press time, are getting into the swing
of playing outdoors and sharpening their
mechanics after being forced by the weather this season to practice almost exclusively
indoors in the Marvin Moss Center, 425 S.
Wabash Ave., according to team president
and junior film and video major Ryan
Knight.
Running baseball practice indoors in a
gym better suited for indoor sports created
numerous problems for the Renegades'
seas on preparation, Knight said. In particular, fielding drills were difficult to run,
as ground halls don't take the kind of hop
they would on grass or dirt and it wasn't
possible to hit pop·ups to the outfielders,
according to Knight.
As part of the National Club Baseball
Association league, Great Lakes Region
South conference, the Renegades play
against tough competition in club teams
from Loyola University, Ball State Univer·
sity, university of Illinois at u rbana-Champaign and Indiana University.
According to Knight, the Renegades face
an uphill battle as many of the universities
have National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

Senior Mike Munsell scores a run during the fourth inning bringing the score to Columbia 4. Roosevelt 7.
At press time, Roosevelt led the Renegades 10-6 in the bottom of the 5th.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

tion Division I teams that maintain club
level teams as well.
"The NCBA is a step under the NCAA collegiate athletics," Knight said. "What happens is that [universities with NCAA teams]
use their club teams to rehabilitate injured
guys that play for their Division 1 squad,"
That generally means the competition
the Renegades face is more committed
and talented than what Columbia can put

together, said Knight, which has contributed to the Renegades' losing record.
"We don't have a very large enrollment
and being an art school, our pool of talent
is a lot smallerthan Ithel University of Illi·
nois or Indiana University or any of them,"
Knight said.
Low enrollment and talent aside, general interest in baseball and athletics
at columbia is increasing, according to

Mark Brticevich, coordinator of Fitness
and Recreation.
"The interesting thing is I keep getting
phone calls from incoming freshman labout
athletics at Columbial." Brticevich said.
"I've gotten more phone calls this semester than at any other point (from students)
wanting to play ball and wondering where
they can sign up."
Brticevich also said he would like to see
more attendance at games. but he thinks.3
lot of people don't realize Columbia has ath·
letics. He said the rhetoric at COlumbia has
to change. and more people need to know
that despite not having NCAAteams,COlumbia still offers many athletic options.
"We play sports here for the entertainment, the fun and the exercise," Brticevich said. "We don't play athletics for
scholarships,"
Even though participation in athletics
may be for fun, Renegades baseball te;u;n
vice president and senior radio major Marty
Headrick said he's glad to see his teammates
being competitive this season.
"There's a lot of good things that are
happening ... (Having competitive teammates] helps a lot, because every day we're
ou t there to win, and it's not 'how bad are
we going to get beat?'," Headrick said. "The
mentality is 'how much are we going to win
by?' or 'are we going to win today?'"
The Renegades baseball team's next homegamt
will be on May 9 at 7:30 p.m. against Roosevelt
University at the Ule Field, 901 W. Roosevelt
Rood.
rbyhowshi@Chroniclemail.com
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PEOPLE OF OIL
Columbia College Chicago Chapter of the AC LU of IL Can Ecological Accountability be Bypa ssed

ACLU FREE SPEECH SPACE with a Waiver?

CCCC.A CLU@ya h oo.co m
1:00 pm Tuesdays

I Ihink most people know that the fruits and vegetables
we eat here in the states during the winter months
come from places li ke California or as for as Chile.
in the underground cafe
However, people fo il to think about what that really
SUPPO RT CIVIL UNION S
means or what it means to be wolfing down
The Illinois General Assem bly currently is
M cDonald 's cheeseburgers (or salads, nuggets, etc ... )
conSidering civil union leg islolion thai provides while cruis ing along in your cor at 50 miles on hour.
basic fa irness 10 commitled, long lerm, some
I know I didn' t and, for that, I was being a bod
sex, and opposite sex couples and their
consumer and a worse global citizen.
families.
35 ga llons, nearly a barrel, of oil is required to raise
The Illinois Relig ious Freedom and Civil Union a head of beef from birth 10 slaughter or plant and
Act grants basic lega l prolections 10 Illi noi s
harvest a bushel of corn; in what economist's or
couples thol need them. Bul withoul YOUR
business leader's mind did thai make any sense?
voice, this imporlo nl legislol ion will not pass !
If agri busi ness or petrochemical compa nies wont to
• Join us on a trip to Springfield to speak with post the lorgesl profils since the G ilded Age by cutting
your representolive in person . ACLU members corners a nd filling me up wi lh pelrocarbons than Ihey
and stoff will travel to Springfield to explain
need 10 bear the burden of any ecolog ically reloled
how Ihe ci vil union bill wi ll prolecl Illinois
disease I may acquire during my li fetime . But,
fomi lies. (Wednesdoys in Apri l and M ay)
knowing the America n lega l system Ihol can be
• M eel wilh YOUR reproscntalive in YOUR
circu mvented wi lh wa iver O( di sclaimer on all food,
communily. ACLU members and slo ff will meet much like Ihosc found on my two fovorilc commod ities:
wilh thoir represenlalives in·di slrict ta oxplain
cigorellos and boor. "WARN ING :," il' lI read .
the imporlance of treoting all Illinois fam il ies
"Consumption of Ihis product has beon known 10
with fai rness ond dignity. (Mondays and
couse proslote, tesliculor, brea st, and blood cancers;
Fridays in Apri l and M ay)
heorl di sease; Type II diobetos; E. Coli poi soni ng;
G loba l Worming ; Imporiolism and, a false sonso of
To sign up, contact Nick Rulo n 0 1
comlort and fulln ess ." And whon you hand Ihe clerk a
3 ·12·201 ·9 /4 0 x339 or nrutan@aclu·il. org.
crumpled up $5 dollar bi ll, sho' il smilo and soy
"Thonk You, sir. Como again ." •
Co ntact you, lI (, nol; I og l; lotor at the
',pringfiold Switchboard (21 / ) 182 . 2000
·ANDR EW BREEN ·
er.d () f,eo fa. at Vl ww.acl u il.org/d vi lun ion
PRESID N T, CCCC·ACl U

For a Good Time Call ...
a space for student art
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Featurinlfota"a Gomez, _
Heins, Rjb Aolo!
de lAo Cruz. With CIIlcagoland performers Teatro luna,

Jyt FelllOnllamp, ~very R. YlIunl, Nikki Patin, Nicole
GaI!l8lU, Misty De8ony, Johnny I , Sharon St. James, plus
a bevy of quelillcious Columbia College student talent!

elnclusion e celebration
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» SGA:
Continued from PG. 3
Metra discount piggy-backed on
current bill
Matos said any student can vote for an atlarge or commuter senator,however,departmental senators are only voted on by students in that department.
"[The two senators] give the students
double representation," he said. "Any given
student at the college has their departmental senator to address department issues and
they have an at-large senator who is representing the overall view."
Kevin Gosztola, a sophomore film and
video major, is running for an at-large seat.
He said he was running because he's disappointed. in the number of students interested
in the SGA. He wants the students to have a
stronger voice with the administration and
has a sense of duty.
"I'm naturally inclined to want to serve
the people," Gosztola said.
Gosztola is a supporter of the student bill
of rights, which is currently being passed
around by the Columbia College Chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union. He said
until the students' rights are put down on
paper, they are in danger of being violated.
Andrew Breen, the president of the CCCACLU, said the student bill of rights is
basically a document that describes what
students are entitled to, such as homework
graded in a timely manner and grades posted
on OASIS.
"The document ensures civil liberties on
campus," Breen said. "[Columbial is a private institution and there's a fear among a
number of students that they could lose their

rights going to a private college as opposed
to a state school."
The senate has voiced opposition to the
bill of rights this year. Matos said earlier this
semester it was an issue for the CCC-ACLU,
not the SGA. He added it was only because of
the language in the first draft.
"What the [student bill of rights] has morphed into now is more of along the lines of
what could be considered an SGA-styledocument," he said.
Gosztola said it has gone through the editing process many times and is ready to be
presented to the SGA next year.
"I don't want to make this a personal
issue," he said. "But from what I've heard
from other people,next year, with a different
president, we would be able to have more dialogue regarding the student bill of rights."
The only contested seat in this year's
election is the Film and Video Department
senator with two students running for that
seat, according to Jessica valerio, SGA vice
president of Communications.
As well as election news, Matos also
announced that the Illinois General Assembly has attached the Metra student discount
legislation to current House Bill 2144 ..The
bill is an amendment to the Illinois Vehicle
Code introduced by House Speaker Michael
Madigan.
"Representative {Johnl Fritchey already
had the language ready to go, but what he
had a problem with is what bill to attach it
to," Matos said. "It was too late to introduce
a new bill this session so he had to find an
existing bill to attach it to."
The legislation will require the Metra to
expand the definition of "student" to encompass college students as well as high school
students. However, this will not expand to
the south Shore train, according to Matos.
"The South Shore train is operated by the

SGA Membership Chart

*'

Outlined below are the various positions on the SG!\.
Different members perform different tasks: some are
allowed to vole on the issues. but some are required
to abstain from voting.

Executive

non·votlllillfleml'€'I')
members \!tI!ed in
. members appointed by the senate

Pre sident'"
Executive Vice President*
VP of Communications
VP of Finance
'I

t '

Graduate Senator
Interdisciplinary MajOr Senator

1 senator from eaCh major's undergraduate department
9 at·large senators (any majors or undeCided)
, Legislative

secretary of External Affairs '"
Secretary of Internal Affairs '"
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Webmaster'"

ISHE·SAC Representative'
Press Secretary'"
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Northern Indiana Commuter Transporta tion District," Matos said. "... Metra shares
portions of [the track] with the South shore
up until the Illinois-Indiana border, but as
soon as it crosses Indiana it becomes exclusively the south Shore for the NICfO."
Matos also said they would need a different piece of legislation for Indiana in order
to get discounts on the South Shore line. He
added that an Illinois school would not have
enough clout in Indiana to get that discount,
but is looking to work with a campus in Indi ana for help.

Matos said he would most likelyworkwith
Notre Dame University because they have
more students who are likely to take advantage of the discount across the borders.
Notre Dame's SGA president Bob Reish
said he is willing to sit down with Matos
and discuss the issues with the SOuth Shore
line.
"I would definitely be willing to talk to
him about it and help anyway I can," Reish
said.

tbearden@Chroniclemail.com

"

Summer 2008 Federal Financial Aid
-Are you going to register for Summer 200B?
Are you wondering how you will finance your summer charges and expenses?
The Office of Student FinanCial Services IS now accepting application s for Summer 2008 Federal FinanCial Ald. Summer
Federal FinanCial Aid IS determined by calculating a student"s remaining eligibility for the 2007·2008 academiC year. Please
follow the steps below to have your file reViewed for your eligibility.

1.
All students who are applying for 2008 Summer Federal Financial Aid must have a 2007-2008
FAFSA application on file with Student Financial Services. The deadline for you to complete your
FAFSA for 2008 summer eligibility review is May 1, 2008.
2.
Complete the Summer 2008 Financial Aid Application found through Student Financial Service's
website at www.colum.edu/studenCfinancial_services and click on Spotlight. The deadline for you to
complete the 2008 Summer Financial Aid Application is Friday, June 13, 2008.
3.

Submit any additional paperwork requested from you to finalize your 2008 summer financial aid.
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Sometimes classes
should come with
warning labels.

****
www.

.com

Enter to win your textbooks fall
semester at www.uturf.com.

Read Reviews. Write Reviews.
Discover Columbia College.
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Arts Enterta" ent

The Chronicle gets to know
Chaos Week performers Treaty
of Paris and Flosstradamus
The Chrontcle s Chaos Week Coverage
WHILE ATIENDING Columbia, students are

trained to make it big in the music business
and t he job market. So it's to n o surprise
that the three musical acts performing at
this year 's Chaos Week, which runs from
April 21 to 25, have strong ties to Colu mbia
and are well on their way to making it big
in the music industry.
Indie band Treaty of Paris, hip -hop duo
The Cool Kids and mash-up DJs Flosstradam us will each perform on April 25 as part of
the concert series for Chaos Week, a weeklon g festival with free giveaways, "'Field
Day" events like water balloon tosses and
skateboarding, a fashion show, com edic
performances and free con certs.
The Chronicle spoke with guitarist phil
Kosch of Treaty of Pa ris and J osh Young
of Flosstradamus about their future plans,
what they did before becoming m usicians
and what it's like to become mainstream.
» SEE "THE FUTURE OF FLOSSIN'; PG .

17, FOR FLOSSTRAOAMUS (RIGHT)
» SEE " INDIE MUSIC" , PG . 19, FOR

TREATY OF PARIS (ABOVE)
1b rtad more about Columbia's Chaos Week
and it. festivities , see page 5.
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Just another semi-Colin

TV
TIME

by Coli n Shively
Assistant A&E Editor

Hollywood cashing in on autism benefit
I must admit that my knowledge of what
is going on in Hollywood,Calif.,or Chicago,
is somewhat incomplete because throughout the last week I focused on me and me
alone.
But that gives me a unique perspective on
returning to the Hollywood celebrity scene
and all its happenings.
The first real show I watched after a week
of traveling throughout Chicago looking for
apartments and summer jobs was comedy
Central's "' Night of Too Many Stars," hosted
by the beloved Jon Stewart. This was no
ordinary gathering of stars; this show was
designed to help raise money for autism
education and research in America.
J can't think of a better way for celebrities
to use their time and talent.
As celebrities, they h old a lot of sway
over public opinion, trends a nd sometimes
even politics. They are always guaranteed
media coverage, which promises a public

foUowing of some kind,And as the public,
we eat up everything Hollywood says, so
why not make us eat up something worth
our time?
To turn on the televis ion and see the
most influential comedians and s tars of

Hollywood gathered together with the
community in hopes of raising money for
autism is a pleasant sight.
Autism has been a growing con cern in
America for some time-you can just tell by
the number of public announcem ent concerning autism on television . To see Hollywood ra is ing money for humane reasons
brings some new respect from m e toward
the glamour city.
We have celebrities going overseas to be
peacekeepers, and we h ave s tars openly
criticizing the war in Iraq. It seemed we
were forgetting that people here in America

are in need of help. But thankfully Hollywood and its wealthiest inhabitants came
together to bring Americans back to focusing on America.
As of now they have no official results as
to how much money was raised on April
13 at the show. However, numerous people
donated in excess of $50,000 toward education and research of autism,and there was a
panel of celebrities taking phone calls from
home viewers who wished to donate any
amount of money toward the autism fund.
The reason that celebrities are looking at
America and wishing to make it better is

because it is what we need; positive idols
to look up to and model off of. We don't
n eed any more Britney Spears wannabes
or Justin Timberlake look-alikes-we just

need good-hearted and honest people willing to help out someone less fortunate than
the mselves.
It is somewhat similar to the reagonomics and the trickle-down theory. Once the
public notices the celebrities giving aid
to ch ildren with disabilities, people will
begin to realize they too can help in a
similar fashion.
The stars will donate money, the general
public will donate money and who knows,
maybe the government will begin to take
notice of its own citizens that are in need of
m edical attention and actually give money
to the patients, not take it. Thankfully the
Illinois government has already begun to
donate money towards autism research.
A little good can go a long way, but how
far is the real question here.
Now all we need is a "Night of Too Many
Stars" that will help raise money to save
the economy.

cshivel¥@Chroniclemail.com

~Gosslp Girl - returns after a three-month
break, and Serena must deal with living with
her wicked stepbrother, Chuck. And after
being dethroned as Queen Bee, Blair returns
to school, hoping to repent her vicious WClfS.

HElVS KITCHEN
Two teams attempt to make lots at pasta In
order to win a much-f'leeded vacation tram
Chet Gordon Ramsey. later that night. an
accident lands someone in the hospital.

AMERICA'S NEXT TOP MODEl
remaining contestants from Cycle 10 fty
to Rome, one at the fashion capitals of the
world. and must film a commercIa/In ltaffan.
l et the questionable actIng beglnf
The

Chrissy knows best

by Chrissy Mahlmelster
Managing Editor

What I do for readers
Yes, I'm doing it. I'm writing a column
abo ut writing my column. Don't laugh.
SOmetimes it's difficult to find something
to dish about consideri ng most of my days
are spent in the same office chair, looking
out the same window, surrounded by the
same (beautiful) people. The most excit ing thing that happens in our office is a
microwave exploding (a lthough that was
pretty sweet).
Because of this lack of change, column
ideas aren't just handed to me. I have to dig
deep within myself and my surroundings
to come up with ideas. He re's my personal
method to my madness.
My process begins the same way every
wee k : menta l c hec kli s t . Anything weird
ha pprn to m e this wee k'! of course. Appro priate e nou gh to di sc uss? Probably not.
Anythin g in th e news/TV/Internet make
m e a ng ri e r t h a n us ua l"! Duh . Oth e r than
celebri ties be in g dumb"! OK, no. Any good
fa mily s tor ies you wa nt to sh a re? To n s.
Do they ha ve a point ? PosH ibly. Are they
a ppropria te'! MOH t uf th e tim e, no . And
last.l y, could th e co lumn yo u're about to

write be potentially emba rra ssing? Most
of the time, yes.
Once I go through those, I m ay have
stopped s h ort at one particularly ins piring night out on the town or remembered
that hilarious story about my mom throwing away all my clothes. If n ot, I pay extra
close atte ntion to the "normal" parts of
my day like riding the e l or s itting in class
and really examine what is around me. If
I make note of peculiar things in my day-

to -day life, maybe they'll h it home with
someone else, as we ll
Really, the hardest part is jus t getting
th e idea and many, many, many ideas h ave
been rejected. Some of the worst: how to
make weapons out of office s upplies, how
to use office supplies for so mething other
t han offices uppli es, m y life as a food addict,
mean pra nks I've pull ed on people and why
we' re no lo nger fri ends, ce lebrities that I've
bee n told I loo k like and why it 's jus t an
indirect way to ins u lt someonc, why cele brity news nwtlcrs, why , 'II never wear hee ls
until I have toilnd huw eyebrows can make
or brea k .l fa ce.

I couldn 't be ha ppier that I n ever went
thro ugh with any of those ideas , but hey,
it's all part of the process. You have sort

through the bad to get to the (hopefully)
good,
I have learned som e lessons from the col·

umns that have been published, which I
would like to pass on to anyone who has the
chance to write a column in their lifetime.
Think about who you're actually offending when yo u write a column and whether
it's worth the risk. As a writer, you're sort of
like Spider-Man when his uncle said, "With
great power comes great responsibility." I
m ean, that's probably the cheesiest thing
I've ever heard , but it is totally true. My
e· m ail inbox says so with a few letters from
disa ppoi nted readers.
At the sa m e token, don't let what people
think about you stop you from writing. I've
heard a lot of mean things readers h ave
sa id abo ut m e, but I'm st ill here a nd a in't
no one gonna stop m e.
well, except graduation .

cmahlmeister@Chroniciemail.com
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BEST WEEK EVER
For one brilliant half-hOUf, comedians poke tun
and develop minl·sklts about the past week In
celeb-reamy. lindsay lohan might be dropping
her rehabbed ways, but one of these celebrities Is having the best week everl

SWEET HOME ALABAMA
Cu rl up with 8 special someone and catch
Reese Witherspoon In this romantic comedy
about 8 hot·shot New York woman playlna
with the hearts of her hometown sweetie from
Alabam8 and her well-to-do fiance.

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES

ROAMIN' NUMERALS
lh" :.ifJlount of ootlf, In pouncJs, IhiJt
1 ,2M} Ufu~lmy(m ', w i ll o (j on April 1
:'(,(;,fJf(j l n~ ttj Y"hU(1 NtlVlk , Uru~uay
pHtv!Jd Iv I,:,vo fho
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,
II lf, WI/fld , t)(IJIlklllP,

-Lost - feturns from a long hiatus, and the
castaways are In danger when John Locke's
camp comes under attack. Jack tries to Identify a dead body washed ashore. adding to the
many mysteries the island holds.

\

Tho Una I price 01Barry Bonds' last homo
run ball, according to Tho AP. Spoctator
Jamo8on Sullon caught tho ball on Sopt.
5 ba fore Bonds wns
doclorod fI froo ogunt
,
In lJusOlJnll nl to r Ilot
t)olng 1)lckotl up by uny IUl lln. Tllo Iluyor
of 1110 Imll rUi lltilnullll ll o nylll ou~ ,
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Tl10 number o f yoars Axl Rose of
GUliS N' Rosas spont croatlng
ellinoso
Ocmocracy,
tho band 's
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(111 10 10 110 dol onnlnod In tho futuro,
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Wow, lIml l ook long

With only e lew episodes len In the suson,
who will 1&1IV8 Wlsterie Lene nod who mlCht

meko n unoxpectftd rttturn? In this new eplsOOo, Lynetto SCl'vo's old cr\lsl\ Rick ,..tuMS
to wronk luwot on her ntfmlft&o.
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Columbia College Chicago
Campus Apple Store

33 E. Congress Prkwy. 1" Floor
Ch icago . IL 60605
(Entrance Off Wabash)

312 .344.862 2

mom lay'.
···Get a mac.··

Buy an Apple notebooR at the
Columbia College Campus Apple Store
and get a free Apple Remote and Printer*

©
e

+

Buy a Mac get a Free Printer!.
Excludes Mac Mini, Applicable to In-stock computers only

·While supplies last. Printer model may vary. All prices and oHers subject to change without notice.
No rainchecks or special orders . All software prices listed are valid in·store only. All sales are final.
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Becky Schlikerman, Associate Editor

Wes Giglio, Commentary Editor

Steve Baftrukonis, Back Page Editor

Things I learned during my
senior year

Things any adult should know
how to do, but I don't

Concept albums

Not to be scared of powerful people:
After intetviewing politicians and other
Chicago power-players throughout the
year, I realize they're just people, too.
They're not going to hurt me, and if I
ask them a question they don't like. I
probably have a good story.

Taxes: What can I say? I don't understand money. Luckily, I also don't have
any, so the IRS stays off my back. Let's
hope my parents don't read this.

The Pink Floyd concept albums: Wish
You Were Here, Animals, Dark Side of the
Moon and The Wall.

Networking rea1ly matters: During
my college career at Columbia,! realized.
knowing people in the industry really
matters. They can help you get a job.

stressing doesn't matter: J've stressed
out countless times about homework
and work, but, in the end, everything
always worked out.
Eating,sleeping and having fun keeps
me happy: I made sure to be selfish and
value my time. Otherwise, I would have
been miserable.

school might be stressful, but tbe real
world is worse: I recently got my loan
repayment schedule in the mail, and it
sucks. I've been yearning to graduate
and become a real adult, but now that
it's approaching, I want to take it back.
Now I have to stress out about work,
money and other "grown- up" things.

Make scrambled eggs: I've tried and
failed . Oh God, have I failed. But I've
also learned- for instance, LITE is the
setting on the stovetop that ignites the
flame, not the lowest heat setting. Stove
makers need to learn how to spell.

Drive a stick shift: Living in Chicago
now, I can avoid this indefinitely. The
CTA is a trial, but at least it's cheap (for a
student) and environmentally sound.
Surf the Internet: I have a dozen or
so sites I frequent, and I'm sticking to
them. I have no idea how people can
find hundreds of sites they're interested
in so quickly. And how do they remember them ?

Properly use apostropbe's: colons and
semi;colons: Sorry editors. I can't keep
'em straight. This deficit has plagued me
for years, highlighting both my extreme
distaste for diagramming and my paralyzing laziness.

'Addicted to Bad Ideas' by The world!
Inferno Friendship Society:This album
by the Brooklyn punk rock orchestra
told the life story of noir-era character
actor Peter Lorre through song-cycle,
complete with a string quartet for the
epic overture. Death without regret
never felt so good.
' In the Aeroplane Over the sea' by
Neutral Milk Hotel: This band offered
up the life story of one victim of the
Nazis' reign through song in a poignant,
touching album. A suitably beautiful
tribute to Anne Frank.
IDe-Loused in the Comatorium' byTbe

Mars Volta: Beginning their career with

this concept album, The Mars Volta were
destined to be hated by at least some
of the mainstream. It tells the story of
a friend's drug-induced coma and the
visions he took back from it.
'Year Zero' by Nine Inch NaIls: The
marketing campaign for this politicalapocalypse concept album was amazing,
involving track leaks on USB drives.

THE DOCTOR BUTTS IN
It's too bad Dr. phil McGraw is incredibly desperate to book guests on his
show. Ifhe wasn't,maybe he could have
avoided the mess he is in right now.
A Florida judge set bail on April 11 for
eight teens facing kidnapping and misdemeanor charges for beating a teenage
girl and posting a video of the attack on
YouTube. The next day, McGraw's staff
of "The Dr_ phil Show· posted the more
than $30,000 bail for one teen whose
grandmother couldn't afford to bail her
out, according to The Associated Press.
According to TMZ.com,a producer and
a production assistant from the show
were sent to Florida to investigate the
videotaped beatdoWn for an upcoming
show on teen violence. The production
assistant, who is seen in videos with
the girl after she is bailed out, posted
bond for the teen girl, prompring the
staff to cancel the episode after public
backlash_
When will this good 01' boy learn
his lesson? First McGraw is blasted for
waltzing into Britney Spears' room
unwelcomed while s,he was hospitalized
for a mental breakdown, and now he's
taken it one step further by handing out
bribes for people to come on his show?
Mc<iraw, your stupid metaphors and
desperation for trashy guests don;t
allow you to butt in where you're not
welcomed, jackass.
-J.QJUiIlrt

by Elaine Tsang
Contributing Writer

The air is mild, but not cold. Warm,
but not hot. will a jacket be wa rm
enough? will a coat be too warm?
During thi s tra ns ition be tween a
long winter and an ant ici pated s pring,
a light coat is a must-have investment
to acco mmodate for th e unu sual
weather change. Th e key is finding one
t hat looks good and keeps you comfort ·
able- rain, wind or shin e.
At the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building, senior a rts, e nte rta inme nt a nd
media manage ment ma jor Ting Ting
Zhe ng bro ught back th e gla morous
1950s-stylcd high -waisted jac ket. Her
grHy ou tcrwC<lr with kimono sleeves
and a bl <lck belt' were re mini scent
of t h e f.. s h io n H of Audrey He pburn .
Und e rn ea th , Nh l' wun: tI pair of fadedw.u. h Nkil1n y jea nNand gold fl<l1'6 with
gu ld - a nd w hit e I.u.:ed bows. She al so

accessorized with a black patent leather
purse with silver studs.
" I like to kee p it clean a nd fas hionable,
to mix up my inspirations fro m all over the
world," Zhcng said.
Zhong's styl e philoso phy of keeping it
functional , casual a nd t rendy gives her a
clussic look for spring, and her light jacket
will ensure she stuys cool und dry through
th e mild s pring wl'i.lthel'. Kee p it s imple
thi s spring with ulightjllckct like Zhcng's

to combat the windy, chaotic weather
and stay in check with fashion at the
same time.
To sport a jacket like Zheng's, visit
Guess.com or Forever21.com.

- EllJin , 1'$lJng is IJ s,nior flJshion manag, m,nt mAjor.

Want to recommend a cur,.,nt t,.,ndr
E-mAil us At chronidl@colum.tdu .
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The Chronicles Chaos Week Coverage

The future of Flossin'

Aosstradamus, Curt Camerucl. a Columbia alumnus, and Josh Young. a former Columbia student, create remixes and mash·ups at local clubs and
. The OJ duo is creating buu among record labels as the next big thing. The duo will perform at Columbia's Chaos Week concert series on April 25 at

the Conaway Center at the 1104 Center, 1104 S. wabash Ave.
Courlesy FLOSSTRADAMUS

J2K of OJ duo Flosstradamus
t alks to The Ch ronicle about
pred icting the future in music
by Jessica Galliart
A&E Editor
FOR TH E past three years, the buzz about

Chicago genre -bending OJ duo Flosstradamus has been ever-increasing, as more and
more fans line up outside of the parties the
DJs play and host around Chicago.
Josh Young, aka J2K,and Curt Cameruci,
aka Autobot, have collaborated with the
likes of local hip-hop artists The Cool Kids
and also Young's sister, Melissa Young, aka
Kid Sister, resulting in her own 'personal
success as a hip -hop musician.
With the duo's mutation of danceable,
electronic beats and top 40 hits, the crowds
packing their shows represent the diverse
audien ces You ng and Cameruci aim to
reach with their sound. In the midst of
working on Flosstradamus' debut album
to be released this summer, the duo will
perform at Columbia's Chaos Week concert
series on April 25 before traveling overseas
for a string of performances across Europe
and in Moscow. Josh Young said he's looking fOIWard to playing a show at Columbia,
as he is a former student and cameruci and
Melissa Young both graduated from the
school.
The Chronicle s poke with Josh Young
about where the name Flosstradamus origi·
nated from , h ow he m anages to keep up
the energy at their shows and what he was
doing before he decided to become OJ.
The Chronicle: You and Cu rt were both
deejaying solo before you started Flosstradamus. How did you get together?
Josh Young: We met up through a mutual
friend who had seen us deejay at different
parties. I was looking to start up a OJ group
myself at the time. 1 thought it would be a
cool idea.So I went to one of !Cameruci's OJ]
nights and dee jayed with him there, then
we started messing around at hom e. We had
a little home setup, and we'd work on some
stuff. We just kind of went from there.
How did you come u p with t he name
"F1osstradamusn ?
A friend was like, "Here's this name: it's

pretty funny." I was like, "Yeah, it's funny,"
because we kind of started out doing this
as a joke. We never thought we were going
to get big at all. So we took it and found
out that there's a rapper by that name
from Minnesota. He was friends with one
of our friends and was like, "You guys can
have it."
We've made up plenty of stories about it
over the years because a lot of serious publications have been like,"So tell us about the
name. Where did it come from?" We would
just be like, "Oh man, me and Curt, it was
10 years ago ..." and just go on and on. But,
just s traight up now, it was a gift from a
friend. We took it.
What are the advantages t o collaborating t ogethe r as opposed t o playing solo?
The dynamic between the two of us on
stage is definitely more appealing than
with just one OJ, not to say that I'm knocking the quality of any OJ. But I'm saying
there just happens to be a lot of people that
do it on a lot of different levels. For us to
do it together and pull it off without there
being any kind of gimmick I think is really
fun and cool. It's more of a performance
than a OJ in a night club tucked away in a
different room playing musi c for people.
Why is it important fo r you to be so
energetic d uring your performances?
I honestly just feel that wh en we play we
try to be as close to the crowd as possible.
We don't like being on stages or that kind of
stuff. When we started playing, at this little
bar in Boystown ca lled Townhall Pub, [3340
N.Halsted St.],basically peop le could come
up and punch us in the face if they wanted.
With DJs at nightclubs before, they were
tucked away really far. We want to be able
to jump in th e crowed and s hake things
up. If people want to throw s·-- at us , it's
totally up to them. It's happened before. It's
all abou t being able to interact, and 1 fee l
like that's the overall energy we bring. The
crowd feeds off of that, and gives it back to
us. We all just get pumped and party.
What's it like to work so closely with
you r sister, Melissa?
It's fun to work with her. Now she's on
MTV.She's a little bitof a big deal, but I can
st ill put her in a headlock.
Honestly, we're siblings so there's still the

these people I was going to Columbia when
I wasn't for this internship at Metro doing
street promo. Then I got hired, and I drove
around in my car and put up posters at
record stores. Curt built and sold mopeds
and before that worked at Whole Foods.Oh,
I also worked at PetSmart.
Were you always interested in music?
I used to actually breed reptiles as a kid
growing up. I would breed reptiles and sell
them at my school to kids. I wanted to be a
herpetologist, which is basically a reptile!
amphibian doctor. Then I realized you had
to get your Ph.D in biology, which is the
hardest thing ever. I decided to start Flosstradamus then. No regrets.
How have you seen the crowds at your
show s change since you started?
This music is becoming really m ai nstream. Two years ago, I was on a conference call with a certain record label, and I
was telling them that my perspective on it
is that rap, pop and top 40s stuff, which I
love by the way, don't get m e wrong, that's
not going to be big forever. I told them that
th is is going to be the new S--- . And now
The Cool Kids are on TV, Kid Sister is on TV
and Justice is on a McDonald's commercial.
We're called Flosstradamus because we can
predict the future, for real. And I predicted
the future when I said that.
We just keep doing the same things, but
we're trying to have fun. I'm not obsessed
with keeping it real. This is my job, my
livelihood , and I enjoy it so much that I
wouldn't trade it for anything. If it becomes
more popular, I'm not going to shun people
for showing interest in what we're doing. If
they're jocks or hipsters or punks,it doesn't
matter. If they're into it then they're into it.
Why perform at columbia?
It's Chicago. I'll say that [Columbia is] a
liberal arts school, so naturally the kids who
go here are a bit more forward·thinking.A
lot of kids don't have the opportunity to
go to an Ivy League school, but they might
have the intelligence to. And I feel that
Columbia gives those kids the opportunity
to actually become so mething. It's coo l
to go there and play the show. People are
probably going to be awesome and get down.

general sibling hair-pulling thing. But for
the most part it's really dope because life,
music·wise, being on the road non-stop gets
really lonely. You're in a city for one night,
you miss your friends, your home. Being
able to be with Curt, who is my best friend,
and my sister is the coolest s--- ever. I'm
really lucky to be able to do it.
What are you trying t o accomplis h
with your sound?
It has to have soul; it h as to have some
sort of life to it. I want everyone to like my
S---. I don't want just this little niche of
people to like my music. I want those kids
to like it, I want black people to like it, I
want to be able to play it to my grandma, I
igalliart@Chroniclemail.com
want to play it to my cousins. It's more just
focusing on the mus ic having some sort
CONCERT t~lrs
of life to it. We really just wanted to bring
people together. It's all about positivity. Not
to be all flower child, but I really do think Floss"adamus at Chaos Week
life ki nd of sucks right now in the world.
When: April 25. 7- 11 p.m.
Where: Conaway Center in 1104 Center,
Everything is really crazy. That's really the
main focus right now, is bringing positivity 1104 S. Waba sh Ave .
Cost: Free for Columbia students. $10
and happiness to people. Especially kids,
the generation who are going to have to donation suggested for non·students
live through all of this S---.
what did you do before deejaying?
For more information about Rosstradamus, visit
their MySpace at MySpace.com/ AosSlfadamu5.
I put up posters. I actually lied and told

together and party. The two OJs often
aka Kid Sister.

I
try to create a
to bring people
collaborate With other artists. include Young's SISler. Melissa Young.
Coullesy CLAYTON
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Beer brewery moves in
Chicago's sixth brewpub set to
open in Logan Square
by Colin Shively
Assistant A& E Editor

is run down and falling apart.
Faded signs above the door hint at a company that once resided there. The inside
of the building is covered in dust and wall
paint is peeling due to old age, yet plans are
in progress to revamp the ailing structure.
A black and red awning will cover the front
en trance, and a red star sits between the
words "Revolution Brewing."
The Revolu tion Brewing Company, 2323
N. Milwaukee Ave., will open its doors in
2009 as Ch icago's sixth brewpub. Revolution Brewing recently purchased the U ,500
squa re ~ foo t space,once hom e to a print ing
shop, and wi ll be remodeli ng the interior
into a I SO-seat restaurant.
"Revolut ion Brewing wi ll be a brewpub
where we make the beer on site," said Josh
Oeth,founder of Revolution Brewing. "There
will be a full restauran t and bar; everyone
will be able to drink the beer we make."
Revolution Brewing will be more than
iust a hrewpub, DeW. sa id. The brewery will
create beer from h6lnemade recipes that
~th has been perfecting s in ce college.
As an a lu m nus of Chi cago's Siebel
Institute of TechnQJQgy, th e old est brewing school in the nation , Deth worked with
Goose Island Beer CO. for three years before
opening Handlebar. 2311 W. North Ave., fi ve
THE BUILDING

years ago.
After the success of Handlebar, which
was rated as one of the top 30 restaurants
by the Chicago Reader, opening a brewery
in Chicago seemed like the best idea, Deth
said. And a fter the announcement that
Goose Island's North Side brewpub plans
to close at the end of 200S, Deth said he
is thankful for his experiences at the pub
before they closed the bar.
" I know that without working [at Goose
Island], I would not be here," Deth said. "I

cleaned the inside of brewing pots, serving
tanks and more. I fell in love with it."
When Deth decided to move his brewing
equipment to Chicago, drastic deconstruction of the assembled brewing machinery
in Pontiac,Mich.,W3S necessary in order to
retrieve all the equipment, Deth said.
"!twas [horriblel actually," Deth said. "we
had to rip up floors, take out ceilings and
even drive on sidewalks to get the equipm ent out of the old building in Michigan."
The brewing equipment, some pieces
weighing more than 7,000 pounds, was
moved from Pontiac to Logan Square
throughout the course of three days, Deth
said. Deth previously owned the equipment
for brewing at his own home in Michigan. The entire adventure of m oving the

machinery required the use of forklifts,flatbed trucks, U-Hauls, cranes and the advice
and aid of some fellow brewers.
Brewing supplies are difficult to fit into
an already standing building, neth said.
Floors have to be removed to store beer taps,
walls have to be moved to make room for
the boilers and a large pipe line has to be
strung throughout the brewing room.
To help integrate the brewery with the
restaurant design, Deth enlisted the help of
Logan Square-based designers Ravi Ricker
and Cheryl Noel of WRAP Architecture.
"We have a pretty big task ahead of us,"
Ricker said. "We have to somehow combine
a bar, restaurant and a brewing company
into one building while still maintaining a
very cozy, welcoming feeling."
"We have a long way to go," Deth said.
"We are getting the paperwork finalized
and when that ends, we can create one

[heck[ of a pub."

Revolution Brewing will inhabit the 2323 N. Milwaukee Ave. building, which used to house a publishing
company. Revolution Brewing is aiming for a 2009 opening of its newly renovated space.

Paul Levin, executive director of the
Logan Square Chamber of COmmerce, sees
the brewpub as a positive factor for tpe
community.
"Not only is Revolution Brewing going
to be servicing our neighborhood, it will be
selling its beer to other bars," Levin said.
"That will get m ore people traveling to
Logan Square to taste the beer firsthand."
If the brewpub is a success, Deth plans to
sell his beer to other bars in the city.
"Chicago has a great bar scene," Deth
said. "Yet I feel like we rely too heavily on
imported beer. Hopefully Revolution Brewing will be a h uge success, and people will
start to drink h om e-brewed beer instead of
beer made ou t of the country. I personally
think h ome-brewed has the best taste.'!
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PART OF A VERY SPECIAL DELIVERY
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Indie music scene
gains some history
Local qu intet Treaty of Paris
discusses staying true to fans,
standing out In the music scene
by JeuIca Galllsrt

ME Edhor
belns .n Indi./po p band In
Chtcaso aft ... pop/punk band r.1l Out Boy
. m. rsed from Chlcaso. few ~....30.nd
rxp&oded onto the IC'e.ne. J ust u k Chicago
nall_ ""'aty of Pl ri•.
lut the me.mbe"n of Treaty of Pa ris think:
th~ haft IOmethin g other emrTsing indie
bIlods In Chl<aJlOdon't: an . ppr<cla. ion for
"'5 TOUGH

thd rfana.

11w chronlc~ : How did the band
fonD?
Phil kDrKh : We cam~ from two d iffr re-nt
ba nd• . f think both \nnds lus t r ~ac h~ a
poi nt w h~rr ~ did tvtryt h ing possible to
be successful in those bands , bu t it was n 't
worki ng. I was drivi ng to Iowa with on ~ of
our suitan l ts, and we both di~ how
~werr goi ng toquit ou r bands. I was Ukt'.
"Well what if wr sta n td our own band?'"
Wbeft did the BarIle 00_ from?
We had to do a KerN s how becausr I
W H quiu il13 my oid ba nd , a nd Ithe' ve nue
w asl Uke, • writ you have to rome up with
a na me." I chose Trea ty of Paris,a fte r look·
ing on the Intemrt at some h istory stuff.

Fro m the band', , tart in 2005 . gu itarist
Phil JCooch .. Id h. insist ed lh. band always
' t ay true to thei r rans , hangi n g ou t w it h
t hem a h e r . hows and brco m ing a pa rt o r
thdr li vea. And d l"5 pit r uprrie nd ng s ue ·
CHIH Bke a na t ionwide tour wilh Yellow·
ca rd, bd ng ,lInrd to J ack', Ma nn t'q u in
rron tma n Andrr w Mc Ma h o n's la bel by
McMah o n h imM' H and r mbarking o n the
Vlnl warprd Tou r in Junr, thr band mem o
Orr. an d friencb haw s t ill krpt up their rnd
or t h l' blrpi n wit h rans .
Com priHd o r Mlilr c ho rvac on I ~ad voca ls,
Dan ~d(' on gui l-a r a nd voca ls, Kosc h o n
5u lt ar.8 ra ndnn Ca $)('t illuoll bas and voca l.s
a nd Chris Insid ioso o n drums, Trra t y o r
hril crra ln powt'rpop ballads wi t h rf't'l ·
good, da n("('able beau a nd h ra rtfrh lyrics .
Tht' hand rt'leaS<'d t hl'ir I. t album , S\wrt
Dmr"" Sau'ltn , in ~ p c rmbtr 2007 to pos i·
t lY!" rmf'WI rro m ra ns a nd cri t ics, and t hry
s how no si8ns or 5lowing down t hri r to u r·
ing ICh tdule anyt imt' soo n.
Th,. h ronide s poke wit h Kosch about
br i n g d iscovNt'd by Mc Ma h o n . h o w
the band "s«re tl y" ca me 10 rruitio n a nd
how the bilnd Sf'ts thrmsd vrs apoll rt from
o t hN Ind if' bands in Ihr Ch icago music
Kf'nr.

We're the type of band that
always hangs out with the fans until 4
a.m., making them our friends. We'" be
there for hours. whatever it takes."
- Treaty of Pans gUltanst Ptlll Kosch

Latrr on W(' wt'rf' liler, " ~t 's come up with
a n c-w name ," and I t h o ugh t I wa n t ed t o
stic k with th is . It's rasy to rt'm e mbe r, a nd
I think it had a n ice- ri n g. So w t' left it. Wt.'
played our S«'rrt s how a t Doubl e Door [ l STl.
N. Milwau kH- Avr.l.
You ' ~aI.oabookHforbandsat Double>
Door. How did that twlp or burt you whrn
startin& the band?
It 's hf'lpcd , if a n\1 h in g. But I heard som e
~p l ~ talk brh ind o ur bac k be fo re : ~ O h
you got sign rd a nd s tuff b«a use o f Dou ble
Doo r." But in rea lity it had n oth ing to do
wi t h Dou ble Doo r. whrn you cou ld choose
yo u r t op frif'nds [on MyS pacr l I s tane<!
e · mailing ~ pl (" o ur m usic fro m our to p
fn e n d~ b«auR t fig'u rrd thOSt' a rt" pf'Opl e
t h ty wo uld actually know. And J ack's ,\1a n-

O&n waoe and Phil Kosch 0 1 Treaty of ParI.. oerform .. , MnrQvt't10 Unrve, .. ,ty In ~Mw"ukN'i
WISC . on ~II 19 . 2007 The band will perform (JUI'ng the concc rt 'I ~ " ' 0 1 Colymtlllt '" C hi"""~" on
"ptll 25 ,n thl' Con,,..., ,,,, Ce nt,., ,n tn.r' 11 0<1 C"'lllt'l I l OA S W, lh" I""l IW~

neq uin was o n t" of th em . I go t the r · ma il excitrd about your mu.l("'/'
Thc fact th.u }H: 's a big ins pirat io n llI u li i
for a g uy w h o was wo rk in g a t Maveric k
IRtCo rd ing Company l, a nd h is n a me w as ca lly 10 m r a nd everyo ne e lse is ;t IH(' lt y
Cas pe r. II r 's like, " t lovr your ba nd I wa nt h uge d rOl l. We Wl.·r e a ll So m t,t h ing Co r
to s ig n you guys to Mavc ric k . ~ Th e n I think p<)f;lte fan s back in t ht· d .. y. Th e f:ll'l th a i
h e was lei go, a nd Mave ric k collapst'd . La Wl' ac t ua ll y prefe r J ack 's MOin n eClutn , I Ill'
a nd be ho ld Andrew McMa ho n fr o m Ja ck's fact th3t hc 's M) invo lved wilh t hai is mon'
f..t annrq uin st a rt w a labe-1. Il l" took a bou l s peCia l t o me and the rC'st o f t h(' guys . lf t'·...
a yea r, but h e loved th iS m us ic we s ta nrd bf-en t h ro ugh a lot ,so I t hlnlc h e s u rround"
h imse lf with a lot o f good pt'o pl('. J ft"t'l hh
writi ng.
What w a.. it UJc:~ t o haw on~ of your we d o tha t as wd l. That' .. lund o f wh y wr
influe-ncn, MCMahon . int~rHtrd and made th e choll't" to mt"et w lfh hIm . W.·' Tr
l·Xc1 t l."<i th.H wc we re tn VO IVl·d with Ih;,t l ,
and we jll " ";l Id, ~ Ll· t ·.. do I h l " .~
Wi t h so many In,H~ band. In the- mwtlc
~ n< , Np«Ia lly In Ch iago. how do you
wt yoursr lvn a pa rt'?
Wf!" Tr thf!' ty Pf: o f band t h .. t a lways ha ng.
ou t with th e fan .. un lll 4 a m " ma kin g
t hf!' m our fnrnd'l. wc'lI be thr rr for haun ,
w ha tt"VC'r It talcc«i LIke- on t hl '! Yf' lIuwl.Hd
(Our wc'rc o n. w c 'lI ' t3 nd t hrrc by ' he door
ho lding up ( 1)0; t rying t o~ 1I th f!' m ,"lg nln g
au togrilph 'i. ta king plct ur " . J th in k w t"' rc
dOing really good at ~ h ow lng people our
Pf:Tsoruiltlf!' and actually grt t ing ( 0 know
~ ITl4 ny ~p l e alii po'X'Ilblr . I dKin'c K't' thai
a lot ..... lt h c;omt" of the ba nd , w t" w,", t' {JPt'n
Ing up for Th, blKKKr d,... 1 f(J( m" 'II .. .. t tl
really \l!para rC' (Ju tfo,(" lv~ .. nd hi" rht: r,. fm
ou rf.. n!.
19Q [h art lU #uon ufnncu l ' '''"
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Fashion
monster
mash-up
Local artist designs clothes. art
pieces with creature sketches
by Derek Kucynda
Assistant A&E Editor
POPruLTURE gets a fashionable makeover in
the eyes of Miss Monster. a local artist and
designer who applies colorful monsters and
video game characters to art and clothing,
Melita Curphy. aka Miss Monster. said
she hopes to rid the world of fashion atrocities and craft her own nkhe with the monstef-themed clothes. accessories. costumes
and pieces of art she creates In her apartment. With the advent of the Interne~ her
commission-based business has been flying
off the cybef shelves.
Nothing is off-limits. Curphy said, Clients
request all kinds of designs that incorporate creature characteristics like tentacles.
sharp teeth and claws that explode on the
medium. while shades of cool and warm
coiots brighten up her desigm,
Utilizing the Internet to seli her prod·
ucts. Curphy has made her desig n dreams
a reality and has recently made her ·monstrous' hobby a full-time job, As a result.
other websites like DesignByHumans.com

Utiliztng I v.tf(y of mecftutns.. MefQ Curphy works on I palotlng of •

~

Mh for I friend In •

spirt

bedroom that hu been turned into I studio.
DwI Thompson THE OIRONICLE

have started featuring her work.
or person. but in the shape or style of a asked for multiple green limbs and horns.
Curphy said she generally creates gar - monster. or they give her a list of monster a polydactyl. snake tail, leopard spots ... et
ments like T-sh irts. pur ses. belt buckles parts they would like her to use in her cetera, and I came up with a pretty bad r
and costumes. as well as art pieces like final design.
painting based on that."
sculptures, paintings and toys. which
"It is pretty fun getting to interpret someCurphy said she started selling varihave all been based on requests from her one else's character. I might draw (a] pet or ous monster designs online on eBay,coin
clients, She said clients typically request a husband changed into monster form or a in 2004, and people began buying her
personalized character drawings of a pet

personal character; Curphy said. "One gal

products, prompting her to create a»»»

Graduating Seniors,
Stop by the Office of Alumni Relations to pick up your Alumni Card and get a FREE gift!
The Columbia College "never lose your luggage" tag - your chOice of neon orange or green!

Your Alumni Card Will allow you to
access resources at Columbia after
you graduate.
Open computer labs
Health Center at Roosevelt
Check out materials trom the Library
Discounts at partner stores and restaurants
And morel
Visit 600 S, Michigan Ave . Rm, 400 to get your card
nowl
Questions? Email alumnl@colum ,edu or call
(312) 344-7802
Learn more about the Columbia Alumni Association
& Network. vi sit www,colum ,edu/a lumnl
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4(4(4( website, MissMonster.com,
where she posts her desisns and
sells her goods.
"People started buying my stuff
Ion eBay.coml, so I made a website and got a following online,"
curphy said. "I posted on MySpace.
com and DeviantArt.com, and
eventually I got customers and it
grew into a little business."
Curphy said she has also done
video game characters, like Pit
from the Kid Icarus video game or a
Star Fox piece from the video game
series of the same name, as well
as other nostalgic characters. But
mostly she said she is inspired by
images from Japanese mythology,
comics and animated movies.
"I could even look at a certain
color and be inspired to paint or
design a piece," curphy said.
curphy said she was mostly
self-taught, but she gained a basic
knowledge of experimenting with
different media while studying at
the SChool of the Art Institute of
Chicago, 37 S. Wabash Ave. There,
she became interested and worked
with different animation styles.
Her interest stemmed from her
childhood experiences.
"I started drawing monsters and
playing video games at 10 years
old,and I became attracted to that
sort of style," curphy said.
One thing Curphy said she
would like to improve on is adjusting the price of her products so
she could make more money and
expand her prospects. Currently,
the price of a T-shirt or accessory
is between $ I S and Sso,depending
on the product. Purses, costumes,
paintings and sculptures fetch a
higher price, Curphy said.
"If anything,I sell my stuff for a
cheap price," Curphy said.
curphy said she is happy to go
back to being a full-time freelance
designer after working for Motorola,designingvarious phone graphics. She said she likes being able to
express her art through the design
of monsters, but said she is terri fied of what the future holds.
"Now that I'm not working
anywhere, I'm planning on going
to some conventions, creating
more clothes, like T-shirts, and
[focusing) on my freelance work,"
curphy said.
Aside from selling her pieces
online, Curphy said she found
success by selling her products at
certain boutiques and bookstores
around Chicago.
According to Logan Bay, an
assistant manager at the Wicker
Park bookstore Quimby's, 1854 W.
North Ave., Curphy approached
the shop with her etched glass
art pieces and stuffed animals
last year and had her products sold
there on consignment. Most of her
products were based on random
designs like blue, goofy-looking
monsters or carefully etched monsters with distinctive features. Bay
said her products have sold well
and the bookstore continues to
cany her products.
"ICurphy's) products are really
cool and we have carried [her
products) (or over a year," Bay said.
"People are definitely picking up
her stuffed animals because they
are interesting and crazy looking.
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They are all handmade, which is
impressive."
Robyn Anderson, a Texas-based
designer who has bought Curphy's
clothes in Austin, Texas, said she
was happy with Curphy's designs
and cannot wait to show them off
to others.
"Her art is so amazing and I've
been a fan [of hers] for a while
now," Anderson said. "There's no
one else who does what she does,
and her monsters are beautiful
and so unique to her."
dhucynda@Chroniclemail.com
FASHION BITS

Miss Monster's sites
MissMonster.com
MissMonster.DeviantArt.com
MySpace.com/MissMonsterMel
MissMonster. Etsy.com
MissMonsterArt. Blogspot .com
MissMonsterMel. liveJournal.com

Melita Curphy. aka Miss Monster. proudly displays a monster costume she made at her apartment, where she does most of
her work.
Dan Thompson THE CHRONICLE
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The Third Coast:
A Midwest surfer's paradise

AS he looked out to the lake, he realized that it was

Story by Steven Schnarr, Contributing Writer
Design by Kimi Badger

worth the weeks of waiting. It was 27 degrees outside ,
and the glassy waves of fresh water breaking on Lake
Michigan ca lled out to him. Hi s chest was pumping as
he put on his wetsuit.
"Everything becomes slow-motion because you ca n't
get to the beach fast enough." said Larry "Longboard "
Will iams, who has been surfing the Great Lakes for the
la st 44 years.

His entire board vibrated as it slapped the frigid water.
He paddled five minutes. 10 minutes . 20 minutes, until
he considered giving up. But as he thought he made it
past the breakers, a seven foot wave approached. He
had no choice but to harness his adrenaline to catch
the wave. All worries of his outside life disappeared as
he connected with the force underneath him. He looked
down into the wave he was dropping into, literally falling
seven feet into the wave, he said. But he remained atop
' the board, standing on his two feet.
Williams, 54, is of a particular breed of surfers who
prefer the Great Lakes, which is known to them as the
Third Coast, to any other body of water. These surfers
enjoy the environmental conditions , like the fresh water
and the wind-powered waves, as well as the attitudes
of other Midwest surfers. They ve nture out year-round,
surfing during all four seasons on the Third Coast. with
the colder weather having more consistent wave sets and
the warmer weather having its obvious benefit: The water
isn't freezing cold, so it's more enjoyable all around.
In their minds, there is no place better than the Third
Coast.
Ryan Gerard, owner of the Third Coast Surf Shop in
New Buffalo, Mich., has surfed everywhere from the big
waves in Oregon to the tropical waters of Costa Rica , but
he learned to surf on Lake Michigan. With a coastline
of 10,900 miles. wrapping around all five lakes, It is

also referred to by some surfers as COTU, Center of
the Universe.
~The overall experience of surfing isn't like any other
organized sport there is," said Gerard, who has surfed
conSistently for more than nine years,
Many other surfers agree.
Larry Williams , as 'Well as his twin brother Lee "Rea"
Williams, have judged competttions on both the East and
West coasts. The brothers collaborated to start up the
largest freshwater surfing event in the world , which Is
held in Sheboygan. Wise. The event, Corona's Oairyland
Surf Classic. happens on Labor Day weekend , when
the waves start to become consistently larger. Williams
said it is the largest gathering of freshwater surfers in
the world.
The event, at the beginning of the fall , is what some
call the start of the surf season on the Third Coast.
~ There really is no 'one season: as we surf through
the entire year,~ Gerard said. ~This year was bad because
of the cold, snow and ice-we couldn't surf for two
months."
Many of the Midwest surfers, including Williams, Gerardand Brad Tunis . a New Buffalo surfer of two years, agreed
that the difficulties of surfing lake Michigan is one aspect
that keeps them attached to the Third Coast.
"It's a lot more challenging," Gerard said. "The water's
not as buoyant. the waves are smaller. There are closer'
sets and more wind ."
Matt Rinde. a meteorologist for AccuWeather, said
wind is the primary d~iver of veles on the Great Lakes.
Wa.te length and height depend on the direction, speed
and consistency of the wind . The distance that jt travels'
(Ner the water is called fetch , and the greater the fetch,
the larger the waves.
"A good north wind sustained for a period of time can
create larger waves [on Lake Michigan]; Rinde said.
" Fifteen-to-2Q.mph wind will ha.te a better chance of
creating consistent waves. Any more than that might not
create a good pattern."
More wind makes for choppier waters . which creates
difficulty for catching waves, Williams said.
But the choppy water is not the only challenging aspect
of the waters of the Great lakes. Because the ocean
is comprised of saltwater, which is more buoyant than
freshwater, it is harder to stay anoat on smaller, lighter
boards. Different types of boards (short, wide, etc.) must
be used to maximize your experience, Gerard said. In the

Learn to surf
To those interested in surfing the Third Coast, Ryan Gerard gives lessons in New BulTalo, Mich.
Gerard has taught everyone from 5-year-old girls to men In their 60s whO were surflna for the very
first time. " No matter your age, you can stili get something out of It; Gerard said. He encourages anyone to try It this early spring or later summer, even If they have never surfed before.
" Pretty much anyone can do It with the right Instruction and equipment; he s.ld.
The Third Coast Surf Shop Is located at 22 S. Smith St. In New Buffalo, Mich. You can sign up for lessons
and rentals at ThlrdCoastSurfShop.com .
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with surfing territory, Williams said. But he has never
lost a surfer on the Third Coast. either by murder or by
accident.
Williams and his surf gang of five guys accredit their
peaced-out attitudes to surfing.
"Thank God we had the beach, otherwise I'd be in
prison,~ Williams said.
To him, surfing brings on a meditative state cutting
through illusion, which he said is how he practices Buddhism.
"It is disappointing how few people take notice and
care for the Great Lakes, even though it is right in their
backyard ,~ TuniS said.
Many surfers, including Williams , said they connect with
the beauty of the lakes through the art of surfing.
"I really can't explain it, ~ TuniS said. "It's just like pure
joy ... probably what flying would feellike . ~
On that day in early Apri l, after Williams
dropped into the seven foot wave while in a
state of waking mediation, he had to keep
watCh , not only for the shape of the wave
and other surfers , but for bricks of ice, like
floating rocks, he said. Before you drop
into a wave, "you can 't say what
you're going to do. The wave tells
you what it will allow you to do
on it, ~ he said .
This particular time, Williams felt the water te lling
him to hang 10, but as he
attempted the stunt. he realized that he only could only
get one of his feet to the
front of the board, and he
hung five . He rode the wave
to the shore and jumped off
his board , exhausted. When
he turned back out to the
waves.~
lake , he thought about all the
While most surfers on either of the other coasts have waves he was missing, and. he
to be super aggressive to catch a wave, there is plenty lay back down on his board,
of room for all on the Third Coast. Williams said. Surfers committed to paddle back
will give up a wave and encourage each other to take the out into the waters of the
ride if it looks best for them, Williams said.
Great Lakes.
The attitude of friend liness is of utmost importance to
surfers. Places on the West Coast can get so crowded
that there have been murders known to be associated
Great Lakes, Williams said the smaller waves are harder
to catch because they do not have as much power, and
the typical length of a set (the amount of time between
waves) is only around nine seconds, whereas oceanic
sets are closer to 20 seconds. On top of that , more wind
makes for choppier waters, which makes both paddling
out and catching waves more difficult, Williams said.
Waves on the Great Lakes can be much more dangerous than they would appear. In the documentary Pier
Watch. Wi lliams explained he has surfed waves from
15 to 18 feet, but he almost died once while saving two
boys who were swept off of a pier by a wave crashing
upward of 20 feet.
Since there have been no recorded shark attacks in
the Great Lakes, the dangers of surfing lie elsewhere.
Along with overpowering waves, hypothermia is a great
concern to many Third Coast surfers. Low pressure
systems are more common during the cold seasons.
Gerard said. But with cold weather comes the dangers
of maintaining a normal body temperature.
"The right gear is important in Lake Michigan ,~ said
Gerard, who wears a full body wetsuit with a hoodie.
footies and gloves.
" We used to wear scuba suits because we didn 't have
anything else to wear,~ Williams said.
Typically, Midwest surfers don't stay in the water more
than two and a half hours.
"You have to know when enough is enough,~ TuniS
said.
The weather is not enough to stop surfers from harnessing the waves of the Great Lakes, and it helps when
surfers are encouraged by fellow surfers.
Williams said a major reason he prefers Lake Michigan
to either the East or West Coast is because Of the "aloha
spirit,~ which he said is the typical Midwestern attitude
of friendliness.
" If you don't have a board, someone will lend you
one, ~ Williams said. "You share boards, and you share
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Quieter Coen brother creates theatrical buzz
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'No Co untry' direct or
Ethan Coen sets sights
on off-Broadway play

,

....~~,; -

Director Ethan Coen stands for a photo outside the Three Lives & Company bookstore
in New Yorl< City on March 28.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
AP

ETHAN eOEN, the quiet man, has
lots to say.
It just takes a while before he
spits it out. He'll do a version of
the Stevie wonder neck roll, looking around and past you, as if to
focus on the improvisational teleprompter of his mind. The answers
come slowly at first,punctuated by
"Yeah ... yeah." Long pause. Then,
an elongated "Yeeeeeeah ."
Usually Ethan is theTeUerto his
brother Joel's Penn in the Coen

golbon eghteclarl: photography
toni whitt: film
..,. pooley: photography
nlek 'oniitall: audio arts and acoustics
anita tlmmons: CUHurai studies
Ihasta beefy: photography

brothers' moviemaking dynasty.
On this day, he jokes about his
typical reticence as he parks himself for late-afternoon coffee at
an Italian restaurant in his lower
Manhattan neighborhood.
"I've got lots to say-depends on
the day. Not usually, actually."
And he's eager to engage in a
rare interview because the film
writer/director/producer/editor
wants to talk theater: He's written an off-Broadway play.
Ethan Coen's "Almost an Eve-

ning," three one-act plays, has
opened at The Theatres at 4S
Bleecker St. to warm reviews,
which might seem like tepid grits
after winning Academy Awards

tanya robbins: Iiction Wtiting
maurttn twIng: poetry mf.
rachatlltltChtr: photography
george ntlnhull: IIInWideo
nleolt hln'lton: ~aI SIucIieI

Wednesday, April 30 in the Conaway Center
2·S:oopm: Student Travel Fair hosted by Columbia College Travel Club
1:00pm: ReceptiOn wilt! artlsta, lighl refreshments provided
1:30pm: Trlppln Forum: Aconvtf.ation on how trMl cNIIltngeI OIIlCIeas ~ Poverty II1d

fIrM.

POVfR'
rl
! privilcge

for best picture, best director and
best adapted screenplay (all with
Joel, of course) for No Country for
Old Men.

But ask him what his clutch
of Oscars means to him, and he
bursts into an asthmatic, snorting, Reveng.-<>f-the-Nmis laugh and
said: "That was weird. That was a
strange evening. It should happen
to everyone-once ... It wears off
quickly ... It gets you high for a
couple days."
He kids about needing "a bigger
jolt" already.
"I'll have to win the prix de
Rome next year or something.
05cars just ain'tgonna do it forme
anymore. I need the Nobel Peace
Prize. The Oscars have worn off,
man."
After a moment, he said: "what
is the prix de Rome? Is there one?
There is one, right?"
Who knows? Who cares? There
used to be such a prize-in France
from 1663 to 1968. The point is
the absurdist sensibility often
on display in such Coen brothers
movies as Fargo, Barton Fink, 0
Broth~r, Where Art Thou? and The
Big L~bowshi.
Ethan Coen's playwrighting
debut also qualifies as "darkly
loopy" (in t h e words of one
critic).
The first play, "waiting," has a
man enduring what he's told is
purgatory .....ne's told wrong. The
second, "Four Benches," focuses on
a British spywho wants to become
"a people person; especially after
causing the death of an innocent man who was an employee
of the y~ar.·ior running a feedlot.
And in "Debate," God Who Judges
and God Who Loves square off at
lectems-;\Wtil bullets fly. After
the last one-act, actors (including OScar winner F. Murray Abraham) play couples who proceed to
deconstruct it.
What was at work there?
"I'll tell you what's at work
there. Yeah, all right, I'll tell you.
Since you asked. SOmetimes, you
know, you write 'em with a kind
of an idea of where it's going to,
what you're doing; sometimes,
you write something you have no
idea, for the merry h--- of it, and
you kind of see what'll happen
next."
His criterion is "as simple as:
What would be fun?"
Coen wants to surprise the audience but not seem arbitrary, and
he says his work wasn't aimed at
pre-empting or anticipating any
criticism.
Each of the playlets seemingly are about big, deep Ideas,
yet they're undeniably played for
laughs.
He takes time to ponder the
question further.
"t don't know. You know, you
kind of play with whatever gets
you going," he sald,looklng off Into
the distance. "They got to be talkIng about something, so It might
well be something Important."

.s
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Abuzzing spring look to walk out in
Bright shoes make a comeback
for warm weather days

Andrews, fashion director for Nordstrom.
Wear yellow shoes with:
Gray.

by Karalee Miller
YEllOW IS one of the hottest shades this
season, from canary to taxi cab, and shoe
designers h ave given women plenty of
options in achieving a sun-kissed look.
And, while it's true that yellow can be a
hard color to pull off, it's not impossible.
One of our favorite looks includes a pair of
patent yellow heels, worn with dark denim
jeans, a crisp white button-down and an
arm-full of gold bangles. Or jazz up a basic
black-and-white dress with a rousing pop
of color below the ankle.
Another hot look is nautical, balancing
the simple allure of navy and white with a
kicky splash of yeUow.
Avoid looking like a certain beloved
Sesame Street character of the winged
ilk. Head-to-toe anything is never recommended. With yellow being so brilliant,don
in moderation.
"Yellow shoes work best as an accent and
should add a pop of color to complete your
look," said Shari Shakun, chief merchandising officer of SmartBargains.com, an online,
off-price shopping site. "Stay away from
mixing yellow and pastel colors or you run
the risk of looking like an Easter egg."
you'll also want to avoid pairing yellow
shoes with your beloved black.
"That just conjures up an image that
you'~e heading back to the hive,n said Gregg

"A gray sheath dress, yellow shoes and
silver accessories is a really modem look,"
Andrews said.
White.
"SO many women are hesitant to wear
white shoes, so yellow is a way to inject

color into a white ensemble,n Andrews
said.
Citrus tones. Shades of orange and lime
can look stunning when paired with yellow.
For example, you might pair a leaf green
dress with yellow shoes and gold accessories, Andrews said. Limit the look to two
citrus shades,and accent with gold or silver
jewelry, to avoid looking over the top.
Avoid: playing the match game. If you
wear yellow shoes, you don't need a yellow
purse. a yellow scarf and yellow bracelets.
Wearing pantyhose. Yellow shoes work
best on medium to olive skin tones,
Andrews said.
"On pale skin, it could be overpowering,"
she said.
Looking like a bag of Skittles. You want
to keep the look from becoming too multicolored, Andrews said. Yellow shoes shine
on their own, allowing them to be the lone
accent piece.

MCT

to help write articles fo~ a new
publication. If you are a journalism student
with a proven ability to write effective articles
about Chicago entertainment medi and
arts • we WCjllt to talk t you,
Call Larry DuBose (BA '88) at:
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The knights of a new republic

(Cen\er) Chicago State University student Derrick Hamilton practices medieval fighting styles at the field at Harrison and Halsted streets on April 15. FIghting can become aggressive as more participants show up
and the competition expands, Hamilton said.
Jody Wernet THE CHRONIClE

Underground medieval combat
organ ization has factions all
around the United States
by Derek Kucynda
Assistant A&E Editor
SWORDS CLAS H and shields drop in an
outdoor urban field as the setting sun

pierces the vision of warriors attem pting
to defeat each other in a mode m version
of medieval combat as bystanders watch
with curiosity.
Gaining popularity through the Internet, these warriors are part of the Belegarth
Medieval Combat Society, an association
comprised of men and women who fight
each other with handmade medieval weap ons made from homemade materials. With
more than a dozen groups practicing in
Chicago and factions located th roughout
the United States, some groups host mas·
sive Belegarth tournaments like Spring
wa r, where hundreds of combata nts con·
verge to eat, drink and fight each oth er in
t he spirit of medieval tradition .
Derrick Hamilton, a freshman psychol ~
ogy major at Chicago State University and
Belegarth member, said some individuals
choose to dress up in medieval clothing with
vests and chain mail, among other costumes.
After suiting up, the group goes into action
and attempts to fight each other, using tech·
niques based off of mediL-val battles.
"We basicallydreBs up based off of perso·
nas," Hamilton said. "In Europe and Asia,
there were different types of warriors and
fighte-rs like sa murai s , a broad swordsman
.. nd pirates. We even h3vc mythological
c reatures such as goblin B, monsters, li7.ard·
men, you name it."
Combined with a mcdicval ·s ty lc oulflt,
the 8eJega rth Medit.~ .. 1 ("omb<tt Society
reguhtrly utili".es <til kil dH of we,tlponry
like lWords, javelinl, dubH, aXCl, bows and
IO hlelds ,among other armaments, Hamilton
"Cfld . lfe said the weetpons used In the group
iIIrf! made with materh.IA lik e roam lh ~.1
i ntH(1 the let:lH' amlJtm' of lUI('" lin othcrH.
" Wf! typl< 'IlIy rn :.k t' o ur Wt':' p0rlA with
f(J"m J,,,ddin,l(, 1If,Iyvlnyi ('hl," iel(' " Ip ('~ ~ nd
d"uhlp /tided " 'Dt' '0 kee p tilt> " .. dd in,l( ~ lId
thf" 1711*" '('Kethr r," Htlrnihlll1 H1id
Am"nd:.e fil :.e ruJ fIJrd , w lH' i~ 1'.", ,, n,ly
r:.lunJ( 11""qf>'t ,,' I' H,ldt' QtM " ( "lI"K" III { hi
l

cago Heights to become certified in welding, runs t h e C hi cago ~ based Kingdom of
valdara group with fellow member George
Cole, a sophomore meJieval h istory major
at the University of Illinois at chicago, w h o
originally founded the Kingdom of Val dar a
in 2006. Blandford said the idea of having
the Belegarth Medieval com!>at Society was
formulated in the late 19705 by a group of
J .R.R. Tolkien fans looking fo r som ething
to do in their spare t ime.
" It sta rted with a group of Tolkien geeks
who got together and ]thought] it would be
cool if ]they] padded som e sticks and started
beating on each other," Blandford said.
Since then, the Belega rth Medieval
Combat Society deve loped hundreds of
groups stationed th roughout the United
States, Blandford said. She said there are
dozens of groups throughout Illinois, with
12 to 20 groups in Chicago alone.
Unlike other sports, the Belegarth Medieval Combat Society is separated by realms
a nd units, according to Ha milton . He sa id
a rea lm is a group or ch a pte r that is spe·
cific to a geograph ic location , like Chicago,
whereas a unit is part of a much larger
group of people that follows certain the mes
or practices specific styles and techniques,
regard less of what rea lm they practice in.
The rules a re s imple, Blandford said. She
sa id a participant's goal is to hit the torso
area of t he ot h e r individual , so they can
"die" instantly. However, if the participant
hits an arm or leg once,t he ot her individual
can still reta li ate until they are hit agai n.
Just like r('al combat, if a leg has been hit ,
the individua l must get on their knees a nd
if an ;.trlll has been hil , they must put that
arm behind t hcirbtlck and r'ght back until
Ho meO 'H.' wi nHthe butt Ie.
Thwoje w iRhing 10 ba l I Ie of her partici pants CU ll frave l to more IIHln a dOl.en
evenls eac h year, Hlandford 8ulli. The first
tournam 'nt of the year, Spring WUr 2008,
loco ted ot Hidd en Spring. State Forest
In Strasburg, ,IL , ran from April 11 to 20.
An'ordlng 10 nlundful"d , th ere urc usually
'HlO to flUO pC(lple w ho Nhow up to Spring
Will" t~H' 1r yt'ur.
"II'A Iht· flntl mitior t'Vl'111 10 "V4.'11 lip
lilt' yell!'," nlumifl) rd l4u lll. "WI.' tllkt:' w hul
WI' I'lIwtkt'd Hlld Dul It 011 ~ IIHl t h gnuHJl'"
~n~l t, . ' ;VI" vonf:' hrll1gl4 1t'l1tJII ,lIlId Iwcl clIuk
hy fill' !t lld " ~HI (' H "IK fe ~"~1 1) 11 I"rldHY Hml

(left) College students Amanda Blandford and George Cole practice medIeval fChtlI'C styles uslfC foam
swords and handmade shields at the neld on Harrison and Halsted streets in Chicago on April 15.

.Io<tf Wamef ntE CHRONICLE

Saturday, At night, everyone's drinking and
running around,]1 thinkllt '. the best time
all year,"
Aside from the networking and nightlife
opportunities that Belegarth provides, Cole
.ald Belegarth Is a good exercise routine that
allow. partlclpants to Immerse themselves
in medlevlli combat and weaponry,
" I've done a lot of sports as t grew up," Cole
sa id, "l olway. found Ithatl nothing rea lly
kept my Interest besides this, You're actuaUy
gaining good comb.t experience {and] your
hond -eye coordlnutlon Improve., and you
learn how to wield a ,..Qpon properly,'
ole .. ld the Delegarth Mt'll ieval ombot
Society I. m ain ly all und ergro und sport,
uut recently, m e mbers hov. be.n trying
to pupula,l.e It throllgh the lnte rnot by
"ggre"IYely . · maillng and pootl 1l8 h,(o
IIwllvl' bull t'tlll Pf "bollt th~ IOCR I d'Mpt~1'II
Illul WllN(, they I'rlu:til'e, lIowl'vt'I', Illt'm·
bt" " !Ull llt be "t h~~u't 16 ~~m' uld lu luln (ur

safety reasons, Hamilton said.
H]t'S an aggressive sport,· Hamilton said.
"With weapon-to-weapon combat, you're
bound to get hit and bruise you.".lf,"
Hamilton said he is regularly asked lbout
the nature of the Belegarth Medleval combot
society by curious bystanders,SOme specta.
tors attempt to try the sport, whll. lOme
obeervers ask If they Ire Influenced by the
popular video pme .DuItf<oIU"" DnIfoN.
"]_ple] will com. Ind ..k {us]lfwe play
'Dungeons a nd D......III: and {they) m1sht
think,.. are seeks,' HamUton ..lei, "WIII're
not Inalde plavl'" pm'" Thill. th'II~1'
natlve Ito that), WIll IN out here flahtl'"
and \lvlng It,'

' 'Il10'
',, ...,'" /H'fIfI/ctt "'.t••
,.,'y'!fl• ./CIn,iom
'!fI.,....
yfrom 5 r,""
Mt')I

IO"~

Ih. pa,~, 1000lttl Oft Ih.mw'lmt,qfHtrn-

And
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THIS
The Chronicle is hiring for fall 2008

- ReCeiv~1fourly Pay
- Real World J b

.....
0 EXperience
- Network ~ :"h ~
Indust
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-Qualifies as '
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Sews Editor
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Copy Ch ief
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F
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StIIlUlIlCK

NOT BAD, NOT BAD

SHOULDER SHRUG

HAPPY DANCE!

WORTH A GIGGLE

~i _ !-'_~ '

THE WATCHDOGS
~
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-- -

ROLOOEX
OF.. CLOUT
..........

__

,~~~~~~~

- . t . . . . I .....

USMAGAZINE.COM

'THEWATCHDOGS PAGE' CHICAGO SUN·nMES

'IS IT A FRITE OR A FRY?' CHICAGO TRIBUNE

us was on top of its celebrity game last week by calling out

The SUIl-Times investigative reporters never fall to have an Inter·
estlng story about Chicago power players and clout. In the April 17
edition of the Sun Times, Tim Novak got a hold of Robert Sarich's

Spuds are pretty special, and this sweet (or should I say salty)
article found in the Trib's April 17 At Play section explains the
differences between a frite and a fry. Wonder what makes each
one special? Ah, I'm sorry, mon cherie, you'll have to find that
out on your own, -A. Maurer

Ashlee Simpson's pregnancy before anyone else did. To everyone
that doubted them: Shame on you. To Ashlee and Pete Wentz fo r
denying the truth and confusing every media source out there:
Shame on you , too. -C. Mahlmeisfer

Rolodex (he was convicted of hiring only Daley supporters) and
highlighted some of the important contacts he had. This was a
smart way to prove a point. -B. Schlikerman

©
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'JUNO' ON DVD

THE RETURN OF 'WEEDS'

'30 ROCK; APRIL 17 EPISODE, ON NBC

The plentiful extras ofh[ed on this disc art:: es~cially welcomed.
since they allow viewers 10 s~nd more ti""" with the fllm's lovable, exceptionally
cast and~. A deleted scene featuring
Juno singing the t imeless lyrics ~ he filled me with baby batter"
alone is alone worth the purchase. - M. Fagerholm

I' m anxious for season four of "Weeds" in June . I j ust caught
up on this dark comedy featuring Mary-l ouise Parker, who plays
a drug dealer soccer mom, and I'm hooked . The show cleverly
displays social class gaps and mocks suburban life. If you haven't
seen it, add it to your NetfJix. -T. Bearden

J wouldn't know where to start In explaining how amazing this

..
©

©

WinY

\
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The Quintet's latest album shook the foundations of traditional
album releases by tell ing the public a week previou s to the
release . I JUS! wi sh the Raconteurs spent a little more time worrying about the music than the actual release date. It would have
done mUCh good. - M. MiJfrean

Us Millennials need to get real. We need to admit we know nothIng about the '80s except that we were born sometime within
that decade. The mystical world of big hair and power ballads can
never be recreated, but M83 gave me an '80s feelln' I can't deny.
It's like a better-looking, less Cheesy and more digestible version
of our old friends. I'm In. - c. Mahlme/ster

.A

prkoae'-v;~k But here are some of my.favorite highlights: "Blackmericans: Tim Conaway recounting his time at 30 Rock In the
old days and Tracy Morgan's daydream of him discussing the GOP
with Richard Nixon , poorly tiut hilariously impersonated by Alec
Baldwin. - ). Gal/iart
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A new band has emerged that Is making its mark In the music
scene. The Dodos, from San Francisco. Calif., Is what I call -feel
good about yourself· music. The lyrics are simple, yet soothing
and the acoustic guitar and drum sound will mellow out any
stressful day. Thank you to my friends who Introduced me to my
new favorite band on my IPod. -C. ShIvely
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ION AT EVERY ANGL:.£
• 2 and 4 bedroom lofts
• Single or double bedrooms
• Artfully furnished
• Full kitchen in each loft
• 42"' flat-panel HOTV in living room
• Utilities included at one flat rate [electricity, gas, wate r, satelli te TV,
Internet, emergency ph onel
• High -s peed Internet in every bedroom and living room,
Wi-Fi in common areas
• Art studio s pa ce , music pra cti ce rooms and study lounges
• Eleve nth-floor s ky lounge with outdoor terrace
• On-site fitness center and laundry fa cility
• Modern fire/life-safety syste ms with automatic fire spri nklers
• Card-key entry into each loft and individually locking bedroom doors
• 24-hour lobby attendant and security cameras
• Sec ure, indoor heated parking available
• Pay onli ne or by credit card
• Individual contracts, no liability for roommates' rent

642 South Clark St.
www.dwightlofts.com
312.588.1234
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Lance Bass sings asong of anti-discrimination
Musician stars in a
new public service
announcement
by Erin Carlson
LANCE BASS doesn 't w a nt others to

(left) Group members Chris Kirkpat rick, Lance Bass, Justin Timberlake, JC Chasez and Joey Fatone comprised the popular
band 'NSync.

______________________________________________________________________________A~P

stay s ilent as he did.
So he's m ade a public s ervice
announcem ent for the Gay, Lesbia n & Straight Education Network (GLSEN ). The spot, which
was distributed virally on April
IS, debuted in advance of the 11th
annual National Day of Silence
on April 25, when students take a
vow of silence to protest bullying,
harassment and discrimination

in schools.

"I th in k it's tim e fo r me to stand
u p ... and help educate, because
I'm lucky enough to have been
given a voice to be able to talk and
grab the attention of people," said
the 28-year-old s inger, who's gay.
" Every day, thou s and s of
students are s ilenced. They're
silenced by fear, they're silenced
for being who they are .... They're
brothers, they're sisters, they 're
gay, they're straight, they 're you,
they're me," he said.
Bass, who recently completed
a stint in the Broadway musi cal "Hairspray" and released a
memoir, said the PSA is meant to
honor Lawrence King, a 15-yearold student was shot and killed
in February in Oxnard, Calif., by a
younger boy because he arrived at
school in feminine attire.
"I heard about Lawrence on the
news,and it was just incredible to
me that kids that age would have
such an issue ... with the subject
of being gay," said Bass, who was
part of the boy band 'N Sync. " It
also shows me that these kids
don't, they don't learn [bigotrylon
their own .... They're being told by
older siblings or family members
or other fellow students."
Bass- who joined 'N Sync in
1995 with Justin Timberlake, JC
Chasez, Joey Fatone and Chris
Kirkpatrick-announced in July
2006 that he's gay. It took him a
while to come out. ('N Sync went
on hiatus in 2002 and has virtually
disbanded now that Justin Timberlake's career has taken off.)
"1 was very scared of ruining my
four best friends' careers," he said.
"The ignorance in me thought
that if 1 did reveal that, that our
whole life would crash and the
group would end because everyone would hate us. But now I see
how stupid that was, and 1 wish
I could go back and be able to tell
the world who J really was.
"And I think it would have been
fine. My fans have always still
stood by me, a nd they haven't
chan ged. And I think it would
h ave been great to be able to come
out latl the height of the 'N Sync
h eyday-I think it co uld have
helped a lot of people."
On a lighter note: will there
ever be an 'N Sync reunion?
"There's always a chance that 'N
Sync will do another album," he
said. " J am totally game, 1 would
love to. 1 mean, the best times of
my life were with those guys."
AP

Itl Octobm 2007 . lonoo Ot\n lIPpetu'ttd
tH (I boOk s l~t\ltltl 101' hi s t118IHOIt 'Out 01
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Follow the beat
Museum of Contemporary which chronicles the history of
beatboxing as a forgotten iden·
Art celebrates hip-hop
culture with 4-day festival tity of hip·hop,and performances
by Jessica Galliart
A&f Editor
WITH ARTISTS like Kanye West and

Common emerging from the Chi·
cago music scene to revamp the
hip-hop music scene, the hip-hop
community in Chicago continues
to expand and become an important starting ground for young
musicians looking to follow in
West's and Common's footsteps.
Although hip-hop music from
artists like West and Common is at
the forefront of the hip -hop move-

ment across the country, those
within the local, grassroots hiphop community still have yet to
break through barriers to expose
other elements of hip-hop, like
spoken word, poetry and theater.
To create more awareness for
audiences about the culture and
livelihood of hip-hop, the Museum
of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago Ave., will celebrate its culture
with Hip·HOp Live + Reel, a festi·
val focused on performances and
the documentation of hip·hop,
from April 24 to 27. Highlights of
the festival include screenings of
documentari.es like Breath Control:
~ l!fstory of the Hu~n Beat Box,

by artists like Reggie Watts, who
integrates comedic routines with
music and theater performance.
The MCA festival is part of a
series of festivals started in New
York City by the Hip·Hop Theater
Festival, which aims to provide
outreach to urban communities
through the combination of the·
ater and hip·hop.other cities like
washington, D.C., and San Francisco have also hosted hip-hop festivals like Hip-Hop Live + Reel that
showcase performances by artists
from different media of hip·hop
like film , theater, dance, s poken
word and artwork.
Surinder Marignetti, performance programs coordinator for
the MCA, said the museum has
worked closely with local community organizat~n~.. lik~e ),oung.
Chicago Authors'ana' Cofurnbia to
create dis~ssion about hip-hop
and bring the music's sense of
community to the forefront.
"[The festivall is exploring the
links between youth culture and
the new things that are coming
up and knowing that hip -hop is
more than just dance and music,"
Marignetti said. "There's film, '.
theater, spoken word, poetry

ana

Director Henry Chalfant captured and used images like these In the 1980s to document hip-hop culture in films like 'Style
Wars' and 'From Mambo to Hip-Hop: which will be screened on the first day of the Hip-Hop live + Reel festival at the Museum
of Contemporary Art. 220 E. Chicago Ave .• on April 24.
Courtesy MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

fresh and interesting that I don't
think has much of a presence in
Chicago beyond hip·hop music
and dance."
Along with screenings of hip.
hop d~cum~nt~~iis;ihe M~CA will
host performances by artists like
Deja Taylor, a local poet and final~ I; t in the 2007 Louder Than a Bomb
Teen Poetry Festival, and Watts,
wh<> will perform on April 25.
Although Watts was surprised
at first to be included in the MeA
festival, as he didn't think of his
work as hip-hop pieces, he sa id
he can see how his pieces can be
seen as borrowing from different

elements of classic hip-hop.
"The spirit of hip-hop is pushing the boundaries,and it's a form
of freedom," Watts said. "It (used
to bel just an expression, a colloquial kind of folk rhythm, and
now it's refined and produced and
there's all these absurd mentions
of money. I think we do embody
that classic freedom of expression
and it fits more in line with the
origins of hip-hop."
Watts, who has performed as
both a solo artist and musician
s ince 1990, incorporates the use
» SEE HIP-HOp, PG. 32

FESTIVAL BITS

' Hip-Hop Live + Reel'
When: April 24-27
Where: Museum of Contemporary
Art, 220 E. Chicago Ave.
Perform_nee.: Deja Taylor.
Reggie Watts. The Suicide Kings. EI
Teatro Luna
Screening.: Style Wars, From
Mambo to Hip-Hop, Rock Fresh ,
Dave Chappel/ft."S Block Party. Breath
Control: The History of the Human
Beatbox
Coat: $10 for performances, $5

for screenings

student bonus cash
EXCLUSIVE
,

OFFER

Additional savings Just for college and trade school
students, recent grads and grad students
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HIP-HOP:

Continued from PG. 31
'Human Beatboxer' to discuss
documentary after screening

In the 19805. performers used breakdancing, beatboxing and emceeing as a form of art within hip-hop
culture . At Hip.Hop Live + Reel, a festival hosted by the Museum of Contemporary Art. 220 E. Chicago
Ave" director Henry Chalfant's films 'Style Wars' and 'From Mambo to Hlp-Hop,' which explored the use of
these mediums in hlp-hop. will be screened and discussed.
Courtesy MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

~tJlSTORAGE

Tired of dirty fingers?

www.columbiachronicle.com

oftechnologyand sampling into his pieces
to provide a ·collision of media" to audiences jaded with the current hip-hop scene
projected by the music industry.
Although the origins of hip-hop music
date back to the 19805 and seem to have
faded out with time, Watts said it's not difficult to bring back the roots of hip-hop.
"All it takes is peop le in the street or in
your apartment with one person beatboxing and one person freestyling," Watts said.
"The opportunity always exists."
On the las t day of the festival , April 27,
the MCA will host more screenings of
films about hip hop culture, including Dave
Chappelle's Bloch Party, Roch Fresh and Breath
Control. The director of Breath Control, Chicago native JoeyGarfi eld,and human beatboxer Yuri Lane, one of the main subjects
profiled in the film, will discuss the film
afterward.
"IBreath Controfj gets to the esse nce of
what beatboxing is, and 1 think a lot of the
people that are interviewed in it say a lot
about the hip -hop culture," Lane said. "It's
very varied in terms of who is featured in it.
I get inspired by other beatboxers."
Lane, who was born in Israel and grew up
in San Francisco, learned to beatbox at an
early age when he had trouble in his math
classes. Lane said he would struggle with
math in school and instead began to make
noises with his mouth, to which his teacher
replied, "Turn the radio off." While continuing to develop his bea tboxing skills, Lane

began acting with cameos in ftIms like '1110
Principal and TV shows like "'Party of Five"
and later decided to integrate acting into
his beatbox perfonnances.
"As a kid you always Uke to make sounds
and I never really stopped," Lane said. "'I
became a professional actor and really
learned a lot about the human voice.Naturally it sort of morphed."
Lane has worked on many projects llnd
films , including his solo project, "From
Tel Aviv to Ramallah," which portrays an
Israeli wannabe OJ who brings light to the
conflict in the Middle East with Lane's use
of movement, beatboxing and theater performance.
"I've been doing the show since 2003 and
I haven't gotten tired of doing it because the
conflict is still going on," Lane said. "The
same issues [i n the Middle East] still aren't
being answered."
Lane said he lea rned about how the culture of hip -hop has influenced other areas
in the world, like the Middle East, and how
it drastically differs from that culture of
hip-hop in the United States.
"It came out of people not having the
means to express themselves artistically.
We've lost that a little bit in terms of mainstream ," Lane said. "It was about people
using hip-hop to bring their voice out." ,
Locally, Lane said he's see n a rise in the
popularity of hip -h op but still has yet to
see enough outlets for artists to express
themselves.
"I think it's interesting that a lot of people
from chicago and these people who now live
in New York give mad love to where they're
from," Lane said. "I still think that it has a
way to go in tenns of venues. I think th 's
still a stigma. And that p----- me off."
igtJIlitJrt@Chroniclemail.com
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Doll lady's last house
Th ird remaining doll store in
Chicago closes for good
by Colin Shively
Assistant A&E Editor

to calm down from her then frequent panic

attacks. Sieburg came across a doll shop
where she witnessed a customer trying
to decide between two dolls-one with a
ripped stomach and one without damage.
UIt

was a lmost like the broken doU was

AN OLD rusted sign creaks as it sways in the asking me to help her," Sieburg said. "Once

wind near a store with signs declaring final
sales and reduced prices. In the windows
of the store stand porcelain dolls, idly staring out at the world, waiting to be cradled
by a child or adult. Dressed in white, fairy
godmother dolls hang from shelves with
their eyes forever looking for a young child.
Shelves line the four walls of the store. Dolls
of all sorts sit,stand and lay in a multitude
of poses, yet dust has gathered on a few of
the shelves where other dolls once stood,
as they now rest in boxes in the back room,
waiting to be shipped to their next residence.
After five years in business, carol Siehurg,
owner of The Doll Lady's Hospital and More,
4161 N. Lincoln Ave., turned off the Christmas lights strewn about the shop, packed
up her dolls and left the retail industry for
good on April 1•.
"The doll store was a dream I had," Sieburg said. "Even though it came true, it did
not latch on with the public so it died out. It
is sad, but it is a sad truth. people just don't
like antique dolls anymore."
Because of the location of the store, foot
traffic is not as extensive as in other areas,
Sieburg said.
This, however, is not like any basic retail
store that is closing, sieburg said .
After the closing of The Doll Lady's Hospital and More, only two dolls shops will
remain in Chicago- Gigi's dolls, 6029 N.
Northwest Highway, and The American
Geil Company. However, The American Girl
Company does not count as a real doll store,
SiehUIg said.
In the business of doll repairs since 1994,
Sieburg first considered getting into the
porcelain doll industry while taking a walk

the customer put down the injured one,
I snatched it up before she could change
her mind. I paid 10 cents for it. took it
home and sewed it back up. After that I
was hooked."
After the first doll, Sieburg attended the
Lifetime Career Schools in Pennsylvania to

learn more about the doll repairing trade.
Taking doll-doctoring courses, the methods of fixing fragile dolls became clearer,
Sieburg said.
Methods vary for each doll,she said. But
all repairs require very accurate stitching, gluing and coloring, which can only
be acquired with years of practice, Sieburg
said.
"I am part of a doll hospital organization
in Illinois," Sieburg said. "Really it is just a
bunch of people obsessed with doll repairs
and who love dolls. But we talk about different methods of repair that we know and
have discovered while working on dolls. We
are not like the American Girl Company,
which just takes the head off and places it
on a new and non-broken doll; we do it the
old fashioned way."
As her love for doll repairing grew in the
following years, Sieburg decided to open
The Doll Lady's Hospital and More in 2003
to sell new dolls and to serve as a drop-off
location for customers to leave the dolls
that Sieburg repairs in her own home, she
said.
A doll's price is dependent on the age
of the doll , materials used to create it and
how much personal handwork went into
creating the lifelike qualities of the doll,
Sieburg said. If a doll has any hand-painted
features or any hand-sewn bodies/clothing,
the price will raise drastically due to the

(TOp) Fairy godmother dolls hang from a turnstile as a
around the store before the
ShOP'S official ClOSing on April 19. (Bottom) A passerby gazes through the window with the words 'Iast
week' stickered on.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

labor-intensive demands. However, if the
dolls are machine created, then the prices
a re more reasonable, usually below $SOO,
Sieburg said. An antique porcelain doll in
almost perfect condition can be priced for
more than $1,000, Sieburg sa id.
Sieburg's only employee, Marie Leonard , learned the art of repairing dolls from
Sieburg and said just because the store is
closing, the art of doll repairing won't go
away.
"I learned so much from (SieburgJ and
this store," Leonard said. " It is just a shame
to see it gone and never coming back. Maybe
in the future when the economy is better
and whatnot, we ca n come back or at least
have another doll store open."
Pamela Duke, a friend of Sieburg, sa id
that even though there is barely any foot
traffic in the area, she fee ls that the com munitywill still remember Siebu rg and her
hospital.
"This store was something different and
unique that brought a new culture to the
area," Duke said. "Now it is gone."
Sieburg, a fter careful co nSideratio n ,
decided against moving her store online.
Without staff members , traveling to and

from the post office to deliver dolls would
be too much of a hassle, Sieburg said.
"Th e store is done, and that is that ,"
Sieburg said. "The good thing is that even
though the store is closed, I am going to
keep my doll hospital open at my house.
people will still be able to send dolls to me

to be fixed."
Sieburg's actual doll hospital, located at
her own home, SSS3 N. Monitor Ave., will
remain open to serve people across the
country. With the majority of each doll
repair requiring a year to complete due to
the frai lty of the dolls, time will be easy
to occupy after the store is closed, Sieburg
said.
When realizing that the store was ending,
Sieburg reflected on what h e r fondest
moments were of the store.
"My favorite thing I miss and loved the
most is playing with the dolls on the floor of
the store," Sieburg said. "Parents,daughters
and even sons would come in and play with
our dolls. I would get right down there and
play with them. I became a child again. It
was a magical time."

cshively@Chroniclemai/.com
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City cycling
(Above) Dennis Fiser confers w ith Executive Director Alex Wil son
during an open-s hop event at West Town Bikes on April 15.
West Town Bikes, 2418 W, North Ave., is a community b icycle
learning works hop and a m ajor hub of Chicago cycling, It offe rs bik e
mechan ics, youth programs and specia l eve nts to members of the
Humboldt Pa rk community, The fa cility is also u sed as a creat ive
workspace for specia l bi cycle building, hum a n -powered design,
kinetic art and advocacy projects. West Town Bikes operates sole ly
on the donations of its patrons, supporters and friends.

- photos and story by Jody Warner

PREMIUM BLEND

ABirdsong Valentine
THE CAREER of Chicago's hardcore rock band
A Birdsong Valentine is taking flight once

again.
When the group o riginally formed in
2006, they beat out 2,000 bands to become
semifinalists in the Lollapa looza Last Band
Standing 2007 contest.
Last summer, Emmy Award ·winning
produ cer Freddy Breitbe rg worked on the
band's a lbum Giving in Again.
Now, bassist/ voca li st Chri s Che n ,guitar·
is t /vocalis t Brian Be nde r a nd g uitarist/
vocalist Osca r Diaz a re joined by their new
drumm er, Coiumbia stude nt Na te Bauman ,
as th ey pre pa re to bl aze through Ch icago's
music sccnc,wh ii esetting th eir sights on ce
more on this yea r 's Lo ll a pal oOi';a.
Th e Chroni cle spoke with Ba uman about
fI nding su<:<:ess wi th t he ba nd ,conn ectin g
wit h t heir di .!> ti n' ·tive Ht yl e a nd treasurin g
Ihe powe r of a nger.

Chronicle: What brougtrt you to
Chicago?

QThe

Na te HHllrn;m : , 'm just a kid fWIlI Mithi ,v,;ln th .11 wa Ha d use l d rumm e r <Iud didn't
r('!i ll y pl;IYfTlu t h . 1 wa H:t pn ld ll('l io n HHR is I .. nt.,' t hc s t;IIt' t hl':II ('f i n Mk h igan ,lI waH
fu n ; Y(lu wor k fi n , IH.· wl, ... kt' nd 1;:ll'Id ) 1"' 11,1(
' .uf wilh f~nJ(Jwl t fJrrU·ltlil llHllf ul,nuHid ;IIIS.
All of , IWIrII h .. ll t· fl y,NI rll(' If . rn;. kf· a huu c h
Il f v i d ",~,Jj u k ~ ,d(' rrll »t ,Hid rn ;,k t, a web,.l ll'
.. nd h~ nd 11111 (' ,min :lI ul jllHI ¥.I' t 0 111 Itw/'('
"tid .. rl vp rt j ~ f · , T')IlII ' H W l lll i I did . Ahl/ul f, r;
b.. nd " l nqlll,,·d .. 11I ,ul HI" . I dlll'l" 1111' IIrll'
lit", 11:1(1 11" , frill 'l l My'i IJIUI' hit H.:t lld I IIII I
A H;,/I '<I Hly, v .. I" rt th, ,'. w,· h~ v , ' ill 'l ' uk V

'II,,"
I I"

It ",,·d c: i l" " w.··v" b" ,'" IIIv.,·I I••"

Q

How would you describe the style of A
Birdsong Valentine?

Our lead sin ger Brian writes the lyrics.
He is a real romantic and had some really
horrible relationships with girls, whether
it was getting your h eart b roken, trying
to repair your heart, waking up with this

This is complicated, m elodic hard rock. I'd
say about 25 percent of the time you 'll hear
sc reaming in the lyrics. We 're not going to person in bed and Ithinkingl. "who is this
over-scream, but I'm not going to lie : Our girl lying next to me? Who lies before me?"
You can 't be afraid to go talk to people, guitarist can scream like he's f---- - Dave There's a story behind each of those songs.
to go wa lk into top venues and just go in Grohl. There's lots of harmonies. It's very And it's all from personal experience.
there and introduce yourself. At Columbia, melodic and driving. Th e boys can bob the ir
A Birdsong valentine will play at Metro, 3730
you've got students who a re prom ot ions h ead to it , and the girls ca n move to it, as N. Clarh St., on April 26 at 5:30p.m. Doors open
and marketing m ajors. Go be friends with we ll. You see the whole c rowd in the same at 5 p.m. and all ages are admitted.
Visit MySpacu·om/ABirdsongValentine to
them so you can team up. I made a promise motio n, the same swaying back and fo rth.
print a flyer granting free admission to the
w hen I was 12 that J would n ever st ruggle
How do you get the material for songs concert.
for m oney in my life, and I told everyon e
s ince I was a teeny guy tha t one day I wou ld
like "Who lie Before Me"?
-M. Fagerholm
be fa m o us . I don't fail. And my band, we a ll
be li eve in each other so much,and wedon't
mind if we 're not he ad lining a s h ow. We
look a t o pening fo r a band as an oppo rtunity
to make eve ryon e t·here tha t ca m e to see
tha t bHnd di scollr<lged and s,ld, so bu III Illed
out 1h'lt, "Oh my God, I W:lS cum ing to see
my band th at I love,and th is band ABV that
Il1 eve r ht.·a rd ofb ll'w I he m o ut or th e w<l te r."
We're jus l so (" ompl' titive and so seriolls
a bout w hat we do.

Q

What advice do you have for other
Columbia students?

Q

Have any Chicago artists Influenced
your musical style?

Q

I alll "'.lC trl' lIld y g ift l'd lIa t ur;'llI y. I'm jus t
,un' of I hCIHl' wt'ird dudl'" Wlll'rl' if I watdl
ur hl'a r II I l'an Itla y il . My r.. vurit l' drUIIIIIICI"
in m y "III i I'(' lifl' IIlIH hl'l'lI ,Ji Ill I1lY <.' h:lIl1IIl' rllll of Till' Sma Hh ll1)o: flu 111 pk IIlfol , li nd
IIII'Y 'I(' hmll'd lIul " I Chlt-I'K", I'm 011 duml
IIhll' , '"I mlc ·.dly, "t' l 'IH INl' I've l l llll l' NU IlIt'
Wlilk Ilt' ll . lr lK rlllll'k"tlllK 11 1111 P l"llI llIl llo lI H
101 t: r av ll y !'- IIlIdlol-l, w hit'll IN whl'l'" Ih,'y
If'I'II,d t·" II I1'ht' lI d"lIlm•. A 101 01 Ihl' duhH
I "IllY h:tVl' HO rll'lC'h h lNlor V'

(t "11 ) lJn .. ,.II'I/ Vt lCnIl8t Clll h!J ClllI" , .1I\l1. lIlIor NAIl,! OOlllllOIl , Illiltfl rhlVVOCfllll8t Qrum
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HOROSCOPE

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Practice
punching
5 Protect. in a
way
11 Mouth
14 Top-drawer
15 Writer of "The
Aeneid"
16 Climbing vine
17 Grand Ole Opry
regular
19 Abe rdee n's river
20 British title
21 Contend
22 Baptismal basi n
23 Young horses
25 Pioneer aviator
27 wO don fa tale" or
wVi ssi d'arte"
28 Short times
29 Zodiac ram
30 Roulette bet
31 17th-century
Christian
philosophy
33 Fatality faker
35 Dead bodies
39 Escape hatch
43 Trim (off)
44 Influence
47 Weapon in Clue
48 Roosevelt 's
mother
49 Stand for
51 Seeks
52 Hertz rival
53 Brace amount
54 Actor Sean
55 Noisy racket
56 Part of a ship
60 Peggy or Spike
61 0uS1
62 Sooth ing lotion
63 Newspaper
honchos, briefly
64 Neither these
nor those
65 Catch sight of

Aries (March 21·Aprit 19) Mum's the word, especially regarding your finances.
Don't talk about anyone else's, either. Salle yourself a lot of trouble.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Glean useful information from another's unwelcome
adllice. There's no point in arguing, but you may halle to anyway. Vou don't like
to be pushed around, ellen by one with good intentions.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) If you're doing the kind of work you IOIIe, Monday isn't
so bad. If you're not. gille some thought to what you need to change. Educate
yourself.
Cancer (June 22·July 22) There's a chance somebody will actually ask you for
your opinion. If that happens, be ready. Here's your chance to make a point.

Leo (July 23·Aug. 22) You·lle heard it all before. Do what you know will be
required and don·t worry about the rest. It may change , anyway.

Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22) Vou·re so intensely inlloilled in a personal project that
you might forget an important routine chore. Better go through your checklists
C 2008 Tribune Mlld l.
All right. resetYed.

Serv~,

8 Con

9 Begot
Building wing
Skater Ito
Get even for
Family o f U.S.
painters
18 Taxing grp.
22 1938 Physics
Nobelist
23 Bellyache
24 Hydrox rival
25 Luau gift
26 Wallop
28 Japanese
wrestling
31 Cite verbatim
32 Isolated land
./
34 Disparag ing
remarks
DOWN
36 Warm clothes
1 U.S. uncle
2 Island dip
37 G arrison
3 Segmented
38 Hot tubs
40 Soak in
worms
4 Singer Tebardi - - advance
5 Mr. Knievel
41 Event V IP
--6"' Puppy's bite
42 Choose
7 Crack
44 Telephone part

10
11
12
13

again, just to be on the safe side.

Inc.

Libra (Sept. 23·0 ct. 22) Best not to talk about a scheme you're working on.
Wait until you halle it a little further delleloped. Vou can still change your mind
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45 Taxed
46 Conjectures
48 Ice cream parlor
order
50 Bit of derring-do
51 ~ I Saw
StandingThere "

"•

54 Cats and
56
57

58
59

before you go public.

3 3~

cockatoos,
e.g .
Quid pro _
Black goo
Fuzz person
Vocal pitch

SUDOKU

Scorpio (Oct. 23·Noll. 21) The opposition only makes you more determined to
succeed. Adopt their best suggestions and you·re ellen farther ahead.

Sagittarius (NOlI. 22·0ec. 21) You can see the practical applications of your
current endeallors. What you're doing doesn't halle to be fun . There 'll be time
enough for that later.
Capricorn (Dec . 22·Jan. 19) Friends halle got some big ideas. Don 't let them
talk you into spend ing more than you can afford. You·re the one with the good
sense, remembe r?
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18) It's not a good day to make suggestions. Do what's
expected and try not to attract much attention to yourself. Somebody's on
the warpath.
Pisces (Feb. 19.March 20) Something you were worried about turns out to
be pretty scary. Once irs oller you ·1I be much stronger, if you·re prepared, of
course.

COMIC RELIEF

Fill in the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9.

'4
9

9 7

1
1
9

7 9

5
1

6

9

6

8

5
4

3

3
3
2

6

8

2

6 1

2

1
2

4
6 1

"Wow! Check out the moon ."
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Commentary
Editorials

Bueller? Bueller?
The attendance policy at Co lumbia is a
confounding mess, and even the administration knows it.
A spri ng 2006 memo, written by Provost
and Se nior Vice Presiden t Steven Kapelke
to faculty members, dea ns a nd ch airs of
departments, reads "I remind you emphatically that there is no such thing as a collegewide attendance policy, and making reference to t his non-existent poli cy, for whatever reaso n, is confu sing to the student(s)
and counter-productive."
The attendance policies a t Columbia a re
indeed confu sing and counter-productive.
In some departmen ts, missing a certain
number of classes leads to lowered grades or
fa ilure. In others, students are warned not
to miss class bu t aren't punished. In other
classes, there is no attendance policy at all,
and students are free to attend as they see
fi t. Louise Love, vice president of Academic
Affairs, co nfirmed to The Chronicle that
there is st ill no single collegewide policy on
attendance. That has to change.
Columbia s hould so lve the problem of
attendance and policy variation by creating a s ingle, collegewide policy: that attendance shou ld not, in and of itself, account
for any part of a stud ent's grade.
The extreme policy variations from class
to class within the co llege create confu sion and anxiety for the students who never
know what the specific policy for a certain
course will be.
In the Theate r Depa rtment , acco rding
to chair Sheldon Pa tinkin, three absences
from a class that meets twice a week results
in a reduction of a full letter grade from
the student 's course average. Four absences
results in fail ure of the course.
In the Journalism Department,according
to chair Nancy Day, students are advised
that missing three classes will be detri mental to thei r cou rsework (" If you miss
m ore than three class sessions, it will be
very difficult to ach ieve a passing grade ,"

Day said), but missing class in and of itself
is not grounds for failure.
The differentiat ion does n't stop at the
departmenta l level.
In the Fil m and Video Department, indi vidual teachers have separate attendance
policies. In the class Film and Culture of the
1960s,a student receives a "s " in attendance
for miss ing a single class, a "C" for missing two and tota l course failure for missing
four. In Violent Women in Film,attendance
is 15 perce nt of a student's grade and calculated by attendance percentage, accord ing
to those class' grade reports.
So mu ch variation is co nfus ing and
unfair.
Of course, the fact that Columbia classes
even have an attendance policy is a concern. At most colleges and universities, the
idea of an institutional attendance policy
wou ld be laughed at, and for good reason.
Whether or not a student attends a class he
paid nearly $2,000 to atte nd should be his
choice, not his professo r 's or educational
depanment's.
In high school, attendance was mandatory und er the law and the vast majority
of students were st ill underage, In college,
however, the vast majority of students are
lega l adults who a re actua lly paying to go to
school. That's especially true at Columbia,
where the $17,000 tuition for an academic
year is offset by less than $700 per student
in institutional aid.
Miss ing class is detrimental to a s tudent's understanding of course material,his
grades on any quizzes or due assignments
and the ir ove rall course performance. In
effect,missing class is its own punishment
and sh ou ldn 't be augm ented by the threat
of automatic grade reduction and failure.
Undergrad ua t es (es pecia lly paying
undergrad uates) deserve to be responsible
for their own education. Missing class is
unwise, but it 's not a choice for teachers
and ad mini strators to make.

Letter to the Editor:

Re: Elevators

Co lum bia Co llege Chicago takes the
safety of its co mmunity very seriously.
That 's why we have invested so much in
our emergency prepared ness and notification systems. That's why we have increased
the size of our counse ling staff and intro duced Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
selvices fo r employees. That's why we have
t"Ontracted with a licensed elevator service
co mpany to regu larly maintain and re pa ir
all elevators in bui ldings that the co ll ege
owns.
And t hat '5 why, t hroughout the summer,
the co llegt' will spe nd $1.5 million to mod ernize elevators at the Residence Ce nter,
731 S. Plymouth Court, and the 11th Street
Camplls, n E.l lth St.
Ongoing maintenance of our elevators is
a high priority. On a regula r basis, eleva tors
are taken out of service for routine repairs
and m aintenance. In addition , when an

elevator malfunctions, the contractor takes
it out of service until repai rs are made.
While Chicago code requires the city's
eleva tor inspectors to inspect every elevator in the city every year and issue a certifi ca te of compl iance,The Chronicle correctly
identified the problem of the insufficient
numberof city inspectors to complete that
important task.
The co llege has take n a ll approp riate
steps to ens ure elevator safety and maintains logs of safety checks and maintenance
services. In short, Columbia has done and
will continue todowhat it candoto provide
a safe environment for our community of
learners.
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could have covered a story better or belfeve stroncJy about an

Issue that faces aU of us here at Columbia?

Markland G. Lloyd, ph.D.
Associa te Vice President
of Marketi ng & Communication

Why not write 8 letter to the editor? At the bottom of pace 2 you" find 8 Nt of ",!delinet; on how
to do this. l et us hear from you.
-The Columbia Chronicle Edttotial Board
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Columbia good enough, smart enough
Leonardo da
Vinci was not
only one of the
great painters of
the Italian Renaissance, he was also
a brilliant scientist,
engineer, ioventor,anatomist and
mathematician.
by Bethany
He was the epitoReinhart
me of the "RenaisAssistant City Beat
sance Man." He
Editor
was a genius.
Da Vinci is not alone in his multifaceted
brilliance. Take a stroll through any of the
C-Spaces on campus and you might get a
whiff of the talent that can be found among
our students.
However, it seems that I am somewhat

alone in my thoughts about the impressiveness of the columbia student body.
I hear students poke fun at Columbia on
an almost daily basis. Even more bothersome are the insulting comments made
about the intelligence levels (or lack thereof) of columbia students.
What I find most troubling is that it isn't
the administration, professors or the community that seems to feel this way.
Last semester 1 was waiting for class to
begin when a fellow cJassmate proclaimed
that she couldn't wait to transfer to "a real
college."
I couldn't believe my ears. I was certain
that this girl was simply having a bad
morning and that she couldn't possibly
mean what she was saying.

Had she not seen the work produced by
her fellow classmates?
Whatever the case, I simply assumed that
this was one very misguided individual
whose viewpoint was not at all reflective
of the student population.
As it turns out,l was the misguided one.
After listening to this girl slam the
intelligence of students and faculty alike, I
decided to pay closer attention to see if this
viewpoint was widespread. Sadly, I found
that she wasn't alone in her thoughts .
well, I beg to differ. Despite the college's
open admissions policy I don't believe that
the classrooms of columbia are filled with
dumb students. Yes, there may very well be
someone in class who comes across that
way, but appearances can be deceiving.
I don't believe that a person's intelligence
and intellect can be measured in the simplistic fashion that many people favor. I
have learned that education and life lessons often come from the most unexpected
places.
I've learned an immense amount about
what it takes to make it in the "real world"
from immigrants, mechanics, carpenters,
bartenders and bank tellers. These groups
of people are some that elitist pseudo-intellectuals would never dream of talking to.
The sentiment that Columbia students
are dumb is not shared in the business community that I have been a part of.
After spending eight years building a
successful career in sales management, I
decided to take a huge risk and leave my job
to go back to school.
The day I made the decision to give up

my career and come to columbia was the
happiest dayof my life, not to mention one
of my proudest moments.
Immediately following the decision to
leave, a countdown calendar was hung in
my office. I spoke of nothing but Columbia.
Each of my 20-plus employees, my bos!"
HR department and most of my client·
joined in my countdown.
Not only did they sh are in my
excitement, but I heard them overwhelmingly say what a great school
Columbia was. I heard this numerous times from doctors , lawyers,
CEOS, cros and professors at other
top notch universities.
Not once did I hear anyone
express concern that students at
Columbia were just "dumb art stu dents."
I believe what a majority of this
student body is lacking is not intelligence, but school pride.
During the last year at Columbia, I have
met more intelligent, articulate and talent ed individuals than I have in all my years
prior to coming to Columbia. I am proud to
call this school my own, and I am proud to
do so around my friends who have obtained
ph.D.'s from Northwestern University and
MBA's from University of Chicago.
So,the next time I hear astudent complain
that classes are purposely "dumbed down"
or that the school treats them as if they are
"just art students," they better have a flawless 4.0 G.P.A. to accompany that claim.And
if they do, they better have a full-time job as
well.lt's unlikely that a student with a full-
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be complaining that
their workload is too easy. And if so, maybe
we have found our next da Vinci-right here
at Columbia.
brr:inhart@Chroniclemail.com

Incoming! Backlash, backlash!
It's bad for a
presidential candidate when her own
biographer turns on
her.
That's exact ly
what happened to
Hillary Clinton this
weekend when Carl
Bernstein (half of
by Wes Giglio
the reporting duo
Commentary Editor
that exposed Watergate and the author of the recent Hillary
Clinton: Woman in Charge:) wrote a scathing
editorial on Anderson Cooper's 360 webpage
onCNN.com.
Full of gems like "what will a Hillary
Clinton presidency look like? High-mind ed ideals, lowered execution , half truths ,
outright lies (and imaginary flights), take no-prisoners politics, some very good
policy ideas, a pres idential spouse given
to wallowing in anger and self-pity, and a
succession of aides and s urrogates pushed
under the bus when things don't go right,"
Bernstein's broads ide has rece ived a Jot of
criticism from the Clinton camp, but the
campaign has provided no substantive facts
to disprove its most serious accusations.
No one denies Clinton's "high minded
ideals": she worked (and miserably failed )
at getting universal health care 10 years
before it was a popular policy idea. However,
neither can anyone deny her willingness to
comprom ise herself to win.
She called for the firin g of a n Obama
economic adviser when he reportedly told
Canad ian officials that he wouldn't be as
tough on NAITA as he claimed . However,
when her own chief of staff wa s caught
working for the Colombi an government to

negotiate a free trade deal (a deal Clinton
has vigorously opposed) he was merely
demoted to adviser.
In the last few weeks, Clinton has fulfilled
some of Bernstein's uglier predictions. In
herdrivetowinatanycost, shehasbegun
not only to hurt her party by giving the
Republican machine ammunition, she's
actually firing the gun herself.
Let's playa game: Here are two quotes
about Sen. Barack Obama's assert ion that
some Pen n sylvanians are "bitter" and
"cling to guns and religion." You , the reader,
tell me whi ch was written by Clinton and
which was written by John McCain's chief
of staff.
Quote NO.1: "Instead of apologizing tor
offending small town America,Sen.Obama

chose to repeat and embrace the comments
he made earlier this week. It's unfortunate
that Sen. Obama didn't say he was sorry
for what he said. Americans are tired of a
president who looks down on them- they
want a president who will stand up for
them for a change.The Americans who live
in small towns are optimistic, hardworking
and resilient. They deserve a president who
will respect them."
Quote NO.2: "Instead of apologizing to
small town Americans for dismissing their
values , Barack Obama arrogantly tried to
spin his way out of his outrageous San
Francisco remarks. Only an elitist would
say that people vote their values only out of
frustration. Barack Obama thinks he knows
your hopes and fears better than you do. You

Sen. Hitlary Clinton (D-N.Y.) speaks to a crowd at Drexel University in Pennsylvania on Aprilll.
Me T

can't be more out of touch than that."
The first quote is from Clinton, but if you
can tell them apart at aU you're much cleverer than I am.
It's just the latest example of Clinton's
increasingly desperate use of the attack
politics long favored by the Republica n
machine. If she starts spreading the rumor
that Obama has a black baby, we'll know fo r
sure she;s turned to the dark side.
Clinton's campaign has never been afraid
to play fast and loose with the truth. When
she was asked several months ago whethe r
or not Obama was a Muslim, she said she
didn't know. She has criticized his pastor
and said "shame on him" during that whole
controversy, while at the same t ime saying
she was "honored" to be on the same stage
as he, and that he would make a great vice
president.
That's the kind of insupportable dichotomy the Clinton campaign is becoming
known for. Her chief campaign advi ser
was working for th e Colombian government aga inst her stated policies. She voted
to authori ze the war in 2003 (Obama gave ,1
speech opposing it in 2002) but now claims
to be more fervent ly aga inst it than her
oppon ent ever was. She lobbied for more
gun co ntrol laws during her husband's stint
in the Whi te House, but now claims to be a
supporter of the Second Amendment.
The campaign is starting to take sniper
fire for th e underhanded and destructi ve
way it's being run. However, unlik e th e
imaginary bullets Clinton claimed whizzed
by her in Bosnia, these are rea l. and well
deserved.
igiglio@Chrorlicle:mail.com
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City Beat

U.S. Cellular Field, 333 W. 35th St., recently unveiled its new parking lot L The lot is the nation's and Chicago's fi rst major league sport s facili ty eco-friendly parking Jot to use permeable pavement.
Dan Thompson THE CHRONICLE

Sox hit a home run for the environment
U.S Cellular Field Inst alls new
eco-frlendly, wat er absorb ing
parking lot
by Brett Marlow
City Beat Editor
FANS AND patrons attending a Chicago
White SOx game at U.S. Cellu lar Field might

notice some changes at one of the sport
faciuty's parking lots.
Prior to opening day on April 7,3 new eco-

friendly parking lot was unveiled. It does
its part to help the environment by collecting stormwater under its surface, which
eliminates puddles from forming. The lot
was constructed in accordance with the
city of Chicago's Stormwater Management
Ordinance that went into effect this year.
The recently reconstructed lot L, located
on West 38th Street and West Pershing Road,
cost the White Sox $3.5 million, but those
involved in the project said the cost was less
than installing a traditional asphalt park·
ing lot and will save maintenance costs and
the environment in the long run.
lt is the first of its kind to utitlize perme·
able pavement at a major leage sporting
facility in the chicagoland area and in the
nation, said Perri Inner, CEO of the Illinois
Sports Facilities, the developer, owner and
operator of u .s. Cellular Field.
"The paving system that we put in not
only saved uson the initial investment,but
down the road we're going to save a sig·
nificant amount on maintenance because
these pavements will last anywhere from
40 to so years, even in this climate in the
Midwest," Irmer said.
Inner sa id the m oti vati on be hi nd the

project, in addition to adhering to the ordi·
nance, was to support Mayor Richard M.
Daley's commitment to making Chicago
the greenest city in America.
"We're hoping not only to set an example
for the Chicagoland area, but set an eXample
nationally as well," Irmer said.
The ISFA hired Unilock,an Aurora·based
company, for the permeable pavement.The
company currently has laid more than 2.5
million square feet of pavement in the Chi·
cagoland area.
The pavement used for the parking lot
project is called Ecoloc, a pavement that's
lrshaped and interlocks with itseU. It has
spaces in between the pieces for water
drainage, said Jay Rients, commercial sales
manager at Unilock.
"The product itself is around 10,000
pounds per square·inch and has a water
absorption rate of 4 percent," Rients said.
"What that means is that it's very good for
our climate because it's resistant to swell·
ing. As opposed to concrete, it kind of has
all the cracks built in, in a nice decorative
pattern. It won't crack and it won't swell."
With the permeable pavement, as
opposed to traditional asphalt, water on
the surface can drain through the half· inch
openings in the pavement instead of sitting
on the surface and collecting pollutants
from cars, the water does not drain into
a nearby basin attached to a parking lot;
it goes below and is treated at the source
rather than the water going [0 a catch basin
and being treated later, Rients said.
"There's been a lot of research out there
that it 's not only good for our s tormwater
infrastructure, but it has a lot of stormwater
clea ning benefits where it removes heavy

metals coming out of a catch basin with a
traditional parking lot," he said.
Aaron Durnbaugh,deputy commissioner
for the Chicago Department of Environ·
roent, said the new parking lot is in accor·
dance with the Chicago Stormwater Man·
agement Ordinance because it gives the
infrastructure a chance to process the water
over time, reducing the amount of water
going into the city's stormwater system.
Methods like these are high lighted as
best management practices under the ordi·
nance, which is enforced and enacted by the
Chicago Department of Water Management.
The ordinance is meant for larger portions
of land , of more than 15,000 square feet, the
equivalent of about four city lots.
"We're encouraging developers to address
stormwater where it faUs, versus just get·
ting into a pipe as quick as possible," Dumbaugh said. "We have an aging infrastruc·
ture, so we're looking for ways to extend
the life and protect the infrastructure we
have."
The water is collected below the pave·
menl's surface for a period of time, and
is then naturally absorbed back into the
environment after filtering out pollutants,
Rients said.
Irmer said the permeable pavement
technology used in the new parking lot
meets LEED guidelines as well.
Even in the harsh winter months, Rients
said research and obselVation has shown·
there is less s now build·up on permeable
pavement, and less salt is needed.
"There is some resea rch that says you ca n
use lowe r amounts of sa lt on the pavem ent
because the air temperature undernea th
the pav ing su rface is wa rm er and it melts

Newly reconstructed parking lot l at U.S. Cellular
Field fe atures eco·friendly permeable pavement,
which allows water to collect below. naturally absorbing back into the environment instead of going into
the city's stormwater system.
Courlesy UNllOCK

the snow faster," Rients said. lOIf you look at
an asphalt parking lot, next to a permeable
pavement parking lot, typically th e perme·
able pavement gets drier faster."
The pavem ent used for the parking lot is
simila r to what is used in backyard patios,
Rients sa id.
Irmer sa id in addition to the new parking
lot , the White Sox have some other envi ronmental efforts underway, incl uding a recycli ng program,and ifa ny other pa rking lots
at the faci lity need reconstruction, rheywil l
be along th e sa me environme nra ili nes.
bmarlow@chroniclrmail.com
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Conservatory celebrates with 'Conserve-A-Story'
~ ew exhibit showcases
100 years of Garfield Park
neighborhood, Its Conservatory

by Susheela Bha!
Assistant City Beat Editor
IN HONOR of its centennial celebration,

Garfield Park Conservatory has unveiled
"Conserve -A-Story; an exhibit about the
untold stories of the Conservatory and the
Garfield Park neighborhood.
The Garfield Park Conservatory, 300 N.
Central Park AYe., is five miles west of the
Loop. Throughout the course of 100 years,
the revivals of the neighborhoOO. and the
Conservatory. as told in "Conserve-A-Storv,"
the exhibit, have gone hand in hand.
The "Conserve-A-Story" exhibit, which
runs from April 10 to the end of June, is a
roUection of autobiographical objects-an
assortment of memorabilia, audio interviews, photographs and recipes from the
residents.
these stories create a history that sticks,"
said Rachel Moore, "Conserve-A-Story "
curator. "It is not one you try to memorize,
but a melange of histories that are personal
and associative."
Although they do not necessarily foUow
a historical time line, the stories teU a rich
and complete tale, she said.
"Conserve-A·Story" is supposed to break
preconceptions, create understanding and
a sense of place and meaning for the neighborhood to the overall story of Chicago,
Moore said.
-Often there is an overriding theme of
overcoming hardship and tragedy. but in

the end, the beauty is what people focus
on. ," Moore said.
of the narratives in the exhibit is the
story of one woman who, as a child in 8th
grade, went to the park to collect leaves for
a school project. As she was there she heard
a voice yell, "N---- - go home," She said it was
such a big park and she did not know where
the voice came from, but she just took off
running toward the Lake Street el and then
ran all the way home,
This woman went on to become a very
well-known and respected teacher in the
community, accordi ng to Moore. This is
just one of the many stories that came out
of the neighborhood, which went through
some troubling limes.
Michael Thomas, spokesman for the
Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance said
the neighborhood was a low-income, fragmented community with no centralized
organization to pull it together.
And the park suffered as the neighborhood did, said Chicago historian Amanda
Seligman. Originally one of three parks
managed by the West Park System,Garfield
Park, called Central Park at the time, was
largely neglected and left barren.
This changed in the early 20th century,
seligman said, when major political refonns
led to the construction of the Garfield Park
COnservatory, and the merging of the park
systems into the Chicago Park District in
1934. This is also where the ·ConSetve-AStory" exhibit begins.
"This is the first large -scale, communitybased project I'd done," Moore said. "It took
a long time to finish and was a very organic
process, uniting the neighborhood and the

'Conserve-A-Story' Is a collaborative community project in which residents showcase neighborhood history
through a collection of narratives and portraits.
Jody Warner THE CHRONICLE

Garfield Park Conservatory."
The ConselVatory also published a commemorative historical book at the beginning of April. Jnspimi by NOM', '111. Gorji.1d
Park COl1StTWtory ond Cloic"90'S west SUit, by
JoAnn Nathan and Julia Bachrach, focuses
on the conservatory and the history of the
neighborhood.
"In the early 20th century once the parks
were merged, the three smaller conservatories were demolished and one large glass
dome was built in Garfield Park to resemble
a Midwestern haystack," said Julia Bachrach, co·author of In.spimi by Noturr.
The designer wanted to unite the Mid-

western landscape outside with the landscape inside,sbe said.
Inside the glass dome are hundreds of
exotic species of palm., fern, cacti and
tropical plants. Surrounded by the landscaped tropical plants is a small waterfaU
that,according to Bachrach, was something
the designer had reconstructed four or five
times until it sounded perfectly natural.
Outside the dome are rolling green lawns
with long boulevards and a lagoon stocked
with fish.
"The new Conservatory brought people
»

SEE CONSERVATORY, PG. 42

AUTISM:

»

Continued from Front
Bill will cover necessary
therapy for children with
autism
herself has experienced the
financial sttain put upon families of
children with autism. Her son was
diagnosed with autism at age two.
"We had to take out a $40,000
home equity loan to pay fo r his
therapy," she said. "The cost of therapy is different for each child, but
Betz

it can cost anywhere from $20,000
to $40,000 (per year] based on the
(necessary therapy]."
The bill would benefit all affected
children regardless of the severity
level of his or her autism.
Nicholas Oldenburg is an IS-yearold chicago resident who stands to
benefit from the bill. He joined his

mother, Elaine Frick,for the Autism
Lobby Day events.
Oldenburg was diagnosed with

Matt Herbstrltt, a 23-year-old with autism, was at Autism Lobby Day in Springfield, III. , on April 15. Matt was diagnosed with autism at age two. He now lives in a group
home in Oak Park, III.

Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

Asperger's syndrome (a subgroup of
Autism Spectrum Disorders) at age

five, according Frick.
"Aspergers is one of the more mild
conditions on the (autism spectrum] ," Frick said.
Despite having a less severe fann
of autism,Oldenburg's therapy bills
have still amounted to hundreds of
thousands of dollars, Frick said.

"we pay $192 per treatment for
physical therapy, $130 per visit for
speech therapy and then there is

everything else. [ can't remember
all the numbers anymore." Frick
said. "There is psychiatric therapy,
psychological therapy,ABAtherapy,
not to mention all of the alternative
therapies we have tried."
On the other end of the spectrum
is Herbstritt's son, Matt, who was
diagnosed at age two. Matt suffers
from a severe form of autism. He
cannot speak, but communicates
through gestures that his father
has come to understand, as well as
through some sign language.

"Before we got Matt into therapy,

was

he
in total distress," Herbstritt
said. "He would bite his arms until
they were bloody. It was his way
of trying to express how upset he

was."
Herbstritt did everything possible
for his son. He enrolled Matt in a
therapeutic day school and provid-

ed intensive therapy. Matt is now
23 years old and resides at a group

home in Oak Park, Ill.
Herbstritt expresses no regret and
no longing for Matt to be anything
other than what h e is.
"I

went through the grieving pro-

cess like all paren ts do," Herbstritt

said. "On ce I came to understand
that you can't focus on w hat Matt
isn't, but instead you focus on all
that he is, things became easier."
Matt sat next to h is father, smil ing and laughing as he sn acked on

crackers.
"Look at him ," Herbstritt said.
"Have you ever seen anybody this
happy? Matt is all about today. He

has no regret of yesterday and no
fear of tomorrow. He is totally in
the now."

breinhart@Chroniclemail.com
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» CONSERVE:
Continued from PG. 40
Revivals of Conservatory,
Garfield Park neighborhood go
hand in hand
back to the neighborhood, ge nerated
interest in the park and gave the residents
something beautiful that they did not have
to be rich to enjoy," Bachrach said.
Some of the displayed materials in the
"Conserve-A-StOry" exhibit afe recordings
of people talking about renting boats in the
lagoons with their friends,singing, rowing
and enjoying summer days. others talk
about times visiting the Conservatory, or
just going fishing and en joying the park.
The Conservatory only temporarily lifted
the clouds over the area. Despite some of
the happy recoUections from audio record ings, the 20 years following the opening
of the Conservatoty were marked by the
Great Depression. The neighborhood and
park fell into extreme neglect from lack of
reliable transportation , loss of businesses
and people leaving, Thomas said.
-The {Garfield Park l Conse rvatory
experienced the same loss as the neigh borhood, because there were fewer people
visiting and a lack of available funds," Bach·
rach said.
The Conservatory feU into a severe state of
disrepair, and at one point had to be closed
when pipes burst in one of the exhibits. It
took some major rehabbing and improvements to the park,and new construction in
the neighborhood to breathe new life into
the area, Bachrach said.
The Conservatory, park and neighbor·
hood were all renewed once again in the

last 10 years with a multi·million dollar
res toration plan that h as brought vast
improvements to the aging facility. In 1995,
the Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance was
created. It has raised millions of dollars for
educational programming, community
relations, and visitor servi ces.
"The public investment in the pa rk has
had tremendous impact on the appeal of
Ga rfield Park," Thomas said.
Improvement to t he CTA Green Line
trains, Chicago Park District's rehabbing
the Con servatory and park has revitalized
the community. Public perception of the
neighborhood has been s hifted, it is no
longer being seen as a barren wasteland in
the middle of nowhere with a huge park in
it, Thomas sa id.
With a collection of old and new photographs of the neighborhood and its resi dents , records of music, and other relics of
the past and present of Garfield Park, the
"Conserve-A-Story" exhibit shows how the
neighborhood and the Conserva tory have
survived and thrived in the last 100 years.
"tfyou look at everything this neighborhood has survived, to have the parks and
the people survive that and be left w ith
good memories gives you an understanding
of how strongly people feel about it," Moore
said. "People that have moved here recently
call it southern hospitality. But everyone
around he re says 'Hi: asks your name, who
and how you are and wants to talk. I do not
have that where I live."
Tht ·Consnw·A·Story· exhibit is open to the
public frrtof cost from 9a.m.-5 p.m. dAily; Thursdays until 8 p.m. 1b ItArn more About tht Garfitld Parh ConstTVGtory And ·Consnw-,A.-Story·
I'Xhibit . visit GarfitidConsnvatory.org.

FEAllJRE PHOTO: Independent U.S. presidential candidate Ralph Nader speaks to an
audience of 188 people at the Apollo Theater. 2540 N. lincoln Ave .. on Aprit15. Nader
IS an American attorney. authOr. lecturer. political activist and has been a cancHdate ,
fO( President of the United States In ftve elections. His key campaign issues include
consumer rights. humaOitananlsm . environmentalism and democratic government.
Jody

sbhat@ChronicltmAil.com
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In Other News
Game over
Scoop in th e Loop

by Brett Marlow
City Beat Editor

Although the Chicago Bulls team h as
not made an official announcement , a
source close to interim coach Jim Boylan
confirmed that he was fired on April 17,
according to the Chicago Tribune. Boylan's short stint with the Bulls began
after taking over for SCOtt Skiles late last
year. Under Boylan's management, the
team's offensive scores improved from
earlier in the season, but it was also
marked by what the Chicago Tribune
called "an inability for Boylan to depart
from the defe ns ive and offensive philosophies used by Skiles." The general
manager for the Bulls,John Paxson,said
he will be immediately sea rching for a
new coach .

Vitamin Water version 2.0
No need to 8" get that prescription filled. just
drink more of the city's tap water-sort o(

Typically, people use water to down their
medications,but the results of a new inves·
tigation from the Chicago Tribune sa id c hi·
cagoans,and others who use Lake Michigan
as their source for tap water,are sipping on
a few medications already.
The findings, publis hed in the Chicago
Tribune on April 17, said the city of Ch icago
has never tested the tap water for phar·
maceuticals. Th e investigation came on
the heels of h ealt h concerns from trace
amounts of drugs in water sources in other
areas of the country.
What they found were small a mounts
of an anti·seizure drug, common pa inkill·
ers, caffeine and chemicals used in Teflon
and Scotchguard. Lake Michigan selVes as
the tap water supply for 7 million people,
according to the Chicago Tribune.
Nonetheless, the tests said water was still
safe to drink. Mayor Richard M. Daley said
Chicago has one of the cleanest sources of
tap water when the bottle water tax saga
occurred. According to the c hicago Tribune,
they also tested three different brands of
bottled water, and none showed any reOO·
nents of pharmaceuticals.
I guess there is a plus to paying the extra
five cents tax for the bottle water, but the
environmental impact of purchasing so
much plastic might not be worth it. And
they 're heavy to carry home in packs from
the grocery store. So, I'U continue drinking
the drugged water.
I'm glad the Tribune decided to do its
own investigation on our water s upply.
People need to knowwbat's going into their
bodies. When you hear it's the cleanest in
the nation, you have to suspect something,

up to my sink spigot is broken, but I'm not
exactly overly concerned and running out
to by £vianoI'm more of a SmartWater guy,
anyway.
To endure any sort of impact on one's
health, though, it seems mass amounts of
Lake Michigan tap water would have to be
consumed. It's in the same vein as how red
wine has heart benefits. Is one glass really
going to make your heart better? No. And if
you drank gallons, you would either be an
alcoholic or, urn, dead.
I'm sad to say I've probably contributed
to the drugs in our tap water, too. I did it.
right?
Blame me. I've had an open bottle ofTyleI am sad that my water purifier hooked nol PM fall out of my hands and down the

Chester the molester

Kiml Badger THE CHRONICLE

drain. It was nea rly full. I scrubbed onions,
peppers and soy sauce off my wok the other
night because I was too lazy to wash it after
cooking,and pieces of the Teflon layer came
off after my hardcore scrubbing. So I can see
where these come from .
But wh en I can reap the benefits of drinking the tap water from the lake,say if I have
a headache the remedy is to drink Chicago
tap water, I think I'll be A·OK, and won't
wony too m uch about all those drugs.

bmarlUW@Chroniclemail.com

Avolunteer at a west suburban church
was charged on April 16 with two counts
of predatory criminal sexual assault .
According to the Chicago Sun·Times,
Chester Stabrowski, 88, gained the trust
of minors while working as a volunteer
usher at St. Walters Church in Roselle,
Ill. He allegedly molested two boys h e
invited to a pool party at his west sub urban home during the summer of 2007_
DuPage County Judge Brian Diamond set
Stabrowski's bond at S500,000 a nd ruled
that the male have no contact with chil dren under 18. Should Stabrowski post
his bond, he will be required to wear an
electronic monitor.

Lottery to live
For families struggling to pay their
bills, the Chicago Housing Authority
is offering a chance to win the lottery.
According to the c hicago Tribune,low·income families can enter for one of 40,000
spots on the waiting list for section 8
housing. Families that could not get on
the waiting list for federally subsidized
rental housing in Chicago have the next
four weeks to enter the lottery. CRA officiaIs estimate that some winners" can
get housing vouchers by summer, while
others could wait a decade depending on
how fast the city's vouchers go.
U
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Customer service

Narcs on narc

A customer dissatisfied with the service
at Jewel-Osco, 1224 S. Wabash Ave., became
irate and started causing a disturbance in
the s tore on April 14, according to police
reports . The victim, a 25-year· old male
employee at the grocery store, tried to quell
the 46·year·old offender, asking h er to calm
down and lower her voice. Th e offend e r
responded by stabbing the victim in the face
with an ink pen, cutting his face. Authorities said the victim refused medical attention. The offender was placed under arrest .

During a routine inspect ion at 1718 S.
State St.,of a police officer's vehicle before
a tour of duty on April 15, the inspecting
officers said they discovered a clear plastic
bag containing 22 individual containers
holding a white, powdery substance they
suspected to be heroin.According to police
reports, the bag was found in the left roll
bar in the main compartment. Authori ties have not released information about
the police officer involved, but said th ey
inventoried the items found in the vehicle.

Cannabis choo-choo

Nightly specials

While riding a board a southbound Red
Line train at 1167 S. Sta te St. on April 12,
officers observed a 24·year-old male on a
northbound Red Line train licking a brown,
hand· rolled ciga rette. According to police,
they stopped the offender and upon further
investigation discovered the cigarette contained a crushed, green leafy substance they
suspected was cannabis. The offi ce rs read
the offender his rights, placed him under
arrest and took h im to the station fo r possession of cann ab is.

A 22-year-old female was placed unde r
arrest for prostitu tion onAprillO,according to police reports, An officer who was
part of a team conduct ing a patrol was
directed to the Travelodge, 65 E. Harrison
Sc., by the offender. He was let into her
room and the offender asked the offi cer
for S3OO. When the officer asked her what
the money cove red, the offender replied,
"I'm full service baby, I can f- -- for the
whole hour if yo u want." The officer
repeated th e tenns back to the offender,
who verbally agreed , at which point the
officer signaled for backup.
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your weekly to-do list

April 21-27

News Writing Workshop
Tuesday @ 7 p.m.
Are you jealous and confused when you hear all those Journalism s tudents

use tenns like

· Iede .~ · hed ~

and -deck-? Come learn that the Inverted

pyramid is a whole lot more than just a symbol adopted by the gay culture.
This event. which Is tree and open to the PUbliC. should be a worthwhile
primer for anyone who might be interested In working In the newspaper

business.
7 p.m., Chi-Town Daily News
54 12 N. Clark st.

(773) 362-5002

Atmosphere
Tuesday@ 6:30 p.m .
With a microphOne. a deejay named
' Ant, a van and a will to break out. Sean
·Slug- Daley's project Atmosphere
has brought a WItty touch to the tndie
rap landscape. Atmosphere has been
gaining prominence In the public eye.

mOVIng from basement shOws to large
venues and festIVals thrOUghout more
than four albums. This tour is kiCking off
the release of their new album, When
Life Gives You Lemons, You Pa in t Tha i SGold, a fitting title considering Daley's
common theme or taking traumatiC past
refall()(lShlps and turmng them Into
unrversalty relatable poetry. Opening up
the show WIll be Abstract Hide and OJ
Rare Groove .

2nd Annual White Trash Bash
Wednesday 4) 9 p.m.

GIab )'OUr sleeYeless T·shirt wrth the
stainS on It out of the comer
it's been sitting in for the last few
months , and throw on your best acidwashed denim with statety stones of
thine. because rrs tJme fOt a good or
0Cht out. tt·s lJme to grt all tared up.
The Second AMuaI White TraSh BaSh
offers guests a Choioe of the best Pabst
Blue Ribbon beefs that a dollar can
buy and a -trash.est coup4e· contest.
FuI'U1efrnofe. there's a free Shuttle to
the bar. wfllch will run on the hoor every
hOur, pasSl~ by the comef of SheOdan
and Ch<:ago streets as wett as Sheridan
and LXx::oIn slleets. The winning coup4e
gets a ccd $ 100: ftnaJly. )OU1' haYe
the ben)am1ns to buy thOSe goid-plated
t.ruc:k nuts for )OJr pdwp truck.

grease

1206 II. State PatIcway
(3l21324-0413

-'''/)1''1, katl")l(J

'II;,'\hItl£Jr..n

X

lJt)(i)fY, Auth(Jt'.Il

400 S. s,tatl: St
(312,74743'1)
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In a blind taste test. At the end of the
evening. each person votes for his or
her favorite. Bring your fashionable
duds . your A+ wine and your checkbook.

3730 N. Clark 51.
(773) 549'()203
$22 ($20 in advance)

'Reefer MadMsa'
DWNr, SWMt Cobr8. yMtuz.a, T~ Them
8:30 p.m .. Subterranean (18.. )
2011 W. North Ave .
(773) 278-6799
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FrIday and Satunlay . Midnlg/lt

217 W. Huron St.

With just 8 toke. hooof roll Johnny,.,.
around great gU)'. becomes a

X_

RSVP 10 ChlcagoGrapenutsOgmall.com

$10

Wh;'iti4i'ijiii

D"",fof _ _

The 81, Scl'Mn Student FIlm fettlval
1- 10 p.m .• FUm Row Cinema (81h tloor)
1104 S. Wnoosh Ave .

(31212<1 30990
\ 25 (\ 20 In advance)

T
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7 p.m .. OIhC;k.lono pur/IIC: LJtJrlu y
<1tf(M S, ltJloo.IJ Pmk Avu .
(3 1:117<1/ 05 11
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{773187l-6604
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[arth W..k Miln Iv.nt GUMt lpeaktr. Dr.
Michal Pert.-Kellne,
!).o 7 p.rn ., Forgu.on Ltt(luro Hnll
600 $ . MIChlgtm A\IfJ .
RocytllngOCoturn .ftdu
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3733 N. Southport A\IO .
mJIH7 10004
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$9.50

. . . .. Moto. MacutWt. 80M 1'oeMf
9 p.rn .. Ro"les Rock Club (18+)
2109 S. Slato 51.

(312) 949-0121
$8
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3733 N. Southport Ave.

$ 12 (S7 for s tudents)

·.1, Trouble In uttt. Chino'

\~

Midnight, Music OOx Theatre

2 ~ 2 : 30 p.m .• Edanr Dagns
Art Instltuto of Chlcogo, Gnllory 100

·Iv.ry Time I ... Your 'Iotu,. t Cry '

l.:Jl:t.IM(;I'GO(J

this black and white camp- fest only gets
funnier with tim e. Fewer films are rTIOf'9
wonhy of e midnight viewing.

G.... ,y T.lk.:
12- 12:45 p.m .. GraphiC Thought Fncltlty
(Odllbltlon ovor"low)

{3 121 443-3600

IUcker PrIC.t

,"L'

murdenrc rapist who wUl
nothing
• to satisfy hJs sweet green mistress,
Mary Jane. This propaganda p6ec:e was
otIginalty shot under a different tAle by a
church In the mkH930s In an attempt
to demonize cannabis. Not Ion& after
It wes filmed , It fell Into the hands of
an editor who tailored It more to the
explOitation nlm circuit. Recent ty remade

Into a musical featurlrc Alan Cumming.

(3121344·6709

Rkk KoCM .... CharSft 0qD0CI chcuu their
book 'sacs.w.ka: Portr.n. of Chlc . .o'
7 p.m .. OrlokJ Pmk PutJlic lItJfUty
7<1 54 W, o.11moral AVlJ .
(3 12) 7<1<1· 1005
I~'

'.r

David leonardis Gallery (21+)
{3 12163&8409

ttl.

S10

1 p.m ., MlI~....::utfl (A C<A'I1I:WV il il fY All Ct'lVlglJ

~LO ( . O ;v".WJJ ~, .
f3t2) 2?.lJ2Pf./J

wi ll take a sip or two as they peru se

the art (and maybe buy a piece or two)

Don't P.y the

n. ~ AI_AlMfk_ The..,.

Thursday Ii) 6 p.m.
It·s like a POt luck, but with wine and
artl Bring your favorite bottle: everyone

6 :30 p.m .. Melro 118.,

7 p.m .• J. Patrick's ifish [}.")f
1367 W. Etlo 51.

Mc.fa<lOetI's Restaurant and Saloon

Chicago Grapenuts Bottle-Luck

Night

W. Nor l" Ayt) .

AidtO\' 8 n.OI.- O p,m.
Snlufdt1y 0 ,..11\.- 0 p.m,
SW\<M,y 10 i'I.m...O p.m.
ChlCf'lO CullUMI Cantor
77 E. n..,<IOIp\l St.
1312) 774·0030
., hMINh July 20
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